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ABSTRACT 

Modeling ultrasonic transducers is an important aspect of research in 

nondestructive evaluation and testing. In most nondestructive evaluation applications, the 

ultrasonic transducers are traditionally modeled as; (1) point sources generating spherical 

wave fronts (2) line sources generating cylindrical wave fronts, or (3) planar surfaces 

generating plane wave fronts. In reality, the transducer front face has finite dimensions; 

it is neither point source nor planar source because the ultrasound that emits from a 

piezoelectric transducer does not originate from a point or an infinite plane, but instead 

originates from the finite surface of the piezoelectric element with flat or curved front 

face. 

Analytically modeling the fields radiated by ultrasonic transducers is a very 

difficult task because of the large number of possible transducer types, sizes and 

configurations that are used in practice. In this study, a semi analytical technique the 

Distributed Point Source Method (DPSM) is adapted to model ultrasonic transducers. The 

DPSM discretiz.es the transducer surface into a finite number of elemental surfaces. As a 

result, the complexity associated with the discretization of the three-dimensional problem 

geometry as done in the finite element technique is reduced. In the DPSM technique, the 

fimdamental governing equations for elastic wave propagation in a fluid and in a solid are 

solved. For this reason, the DPSM technique is called a semi-analytical technique. 
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In this research, computer codes for computing the ultrasonic field in a three 

dimensional inhomogeneous medium in front of a transducer of finite dimension have 

been written in MatLab. 

Two diflerent cases are considered in this study, nonhomogeneous fluid and fluid-

solid interface. Both normal and inclined incidence cases are investigated. This 

investigation shows that DPSM is an efficient technique for modeling ultrasonic 

transducers in nonhomogeneous media. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Nondestructive testing and evaluation is traditionally used for finding defects in 

an object without harming the object. The field of Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) is a 

very broad, interdisciplinary field that plays an important and critical role in assuring that 

structural components and systems perform their fimction in a reliable and cost effective 

manner. Locating internal flaws may prevent planes to crash, reactors to fail, trains to 

derail, pipelines to burst, and a variety of less dramatic, but equally troubling events. At 

the same time, aging infrastructure, fi-om roads to buildings and aircrafts, present a new 

set of measurement and monitoring challenges for engineers, as wel as technicians in the 

area of NDE. All these factors have lead to an increasing emphasis on NDE for health 

monitoring of various structures and structural components. NDE also plays an 

increasingly significant role in control of material processing, pre-assembly validation, 

in-service health monitoring and maintenance of structures [1] 

One important component of ultrasonic NDE testing systems is the ultrasonic 

transducer. Ultrasonic transducers are used as transmitters to generate and/or receivers to 

receive ultrasound in a material under inspection. There are a wide spectrum of 

applications for ultrasonic instrumentation and a variety of materials for inspection; this 

led to the necessity for specialized transducers that are specially fabricated to be efficient 

for a specific application. There exists no single test method that is applicable for all 



kinds of materials and applications. Therefore, a transducer that performs well in one 

application may not produce the desired results for a different application. For this 

reason, transducer modeling is necessary to accuratly predict the generated ultrasonic 

fields. It helps determine how a component might be best inspected before actually 

carrying out the experiement. Clearly, the transducer is a very important part of the 

ultrasonic instrumentation system and should be analyzed, modeled, and designed 

properly. 

Analytically modeling the fields radiated by ultrasonic transducers is a very-

difficult task because of the large number of possible transducer types, sizes and 

configurations that are used in practice. For example, there are circular immersion and 

contact transducers, rectangular shaped probes and focused transducers with spherical or 

cylindrical focusing. Traditionally, in most NDE applications, the ultrasonic transducers 

are modeled as: (1) point sources generating spherical wave fronts, (2) line sources 

generating cylindrical wave fronts, or (3) planar surfaces generating plane wave fronts 

[2]. In reality, the transducer front face has finite dimensions; it is neither point source 

nor planar source because the ultrasound that emits from a piezoelectric transducer does 

not originate from a point or an infinite plane, but instead originates from the finite 

surface of the piezoelectric element with flat or curved front face. 

Computation of the exact pressure variation in front of an ultrasonic transducer of 

finite dimension is quite challenging. As a result, only a few analytical models for 

computing ultrasonic transducer generated pressure fields in isotropic solids have been 

developed so far. Most of these models suffer from limited capability as they have 



simplifying assumptions and/or require high computation time [3]. Numerical based 

methods such as finite element, finite difference or finite integration techniques can 

produce reasonably accurate results; however they suffer from large computation times. 

Distributed Point Source Method (DPSM) is a model that was first introduced by Placko 

and Kundu [4], Unlike the finite element method that requires discretization of the entire 

three-dimensional space, in the DPSM technique, a number of point sources are 

distributed over the transducer surface, as a result, the complexity associated with the 

discretization of the entire problem geometry is reduced. In the DPSM technique, the 

fundamental governing equations for elastic wave propagation in a fluid space or in a 

solid space are solved, thus the DPSM technique is a semi-analytical technique. Details 

of the technique are discussed later in this dissertation. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The focus of this study is to analytically/numerically model ultrasonic transducers 

by the Distributed Point Source Method (DPSM). Two cases have been investigated in 

this research: (1) nonhomogeneous fluid, and (2) fluid-solid case. Pressure and/or 

displacment fields in front of the transducer are computed in the first medium as well as 

in the second medium for the fluid-fluid and fluid-solid cases. For practicality, normal 

and inclined incidences are considered for both cases. 

Transducer modeling is necessary to make accurate predictions of the ultrasound 

intensity along the radiated beam. Since the acoustic pressure variations within the near 

field zone can be very complex to accurately evaluate the flaw dimensions and locations 
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in materials, modeling transducer and studying its near and far field zones are essential 

prior to building it. 

13 Scope of the Study 

Pressure field computation in front of circular ultrasonic transducers has been the 

focus of this study. Distributed Point Source Method is used to model the immersed 

ultrasonic transducer. Two different cases, nonhomogeneous fluid and fluid-solid cases 

are modeled. Both normal and inclined incidence cases are considered in this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature related to the modeling of pressure fields radiated by ultrasonic 

transducers of different types, sizes, and configurations are reviewed in this chapter. 

Traditionally, transducer design model was based on equivalent circuit; however, this 

model is inadequate for complex transducers because of the one-dimensional nature of 

the model [5]. The success of the finite-element method (FEM) in dealing with complex 

geometric configurations and materials prompted the application of FEM in finding 

solution for piezoelectric transducer problems. In early seventies, AUik et a! [6] used 

hexahedral FEM to model piezoelectric transducer. In that study, the theoretical 

formulation was limited to the consideration of piezoelectric coupling and the solution of 

coupled equations of motion. Allik et al [6] concluded that the response of the transducer 

is particularly difficult to predict due to the strong coupling between the non-

axisymmetric motion of the rectangular radiating head and the motion of electrically 

driven axsisymmetric tube. Jun Lan et al. (7,8,9] designed over one hundred models of 

transducers using FEM programs. To make the model more suitable for complicated 

boundaries, they used a rectangular cell that is divided into eight triangular elements. In 

another paper, Jun Lan et al [7] introduced a new type of interpolation function in which 

not only displacement but also their derivatives are taken as variables. In this way, 

stresses are considered to be continuous everywhere; however, for simplicity only axially 



symmetrical transducers are considered in that study. They found that some commercially 

available FEM programs arc accurate only in calculating eigen frequencies [7,8,9]. 

In later years, the development of computer power and computational algorithms 

has made it possible to model ultrasonic transducers using three-dimensional (3-D) finite 

elements instead of the traditional one-dimensional (1-D) equivalent models [10,11]. Cao 

in one study [12] used 3-D finite elements to simulate ultrasonic transducers. He focused 

on the piezoelectric coupling while describing (meshing) the active elements of a 

transducer. He concluded that the numerical technique involves some rounding errors. He 

also found that the grid size and shape fimction limit the accuracy. Cao also concluded 

that, the technique would be time consuming if one does not use the right formulation. 

Vivek and Gao[13] studied the design of an ultrasonic transducer having a curved 

radiating surface; an impulse response method and Fraunhofer's approximation were 

used to model the near field and tar field regions, respectively. 

The propagation of pulses radiated by circular transducers have been studied 

experimentally and simulated numerically by different researchers [14-17], Kawashima 

for example, made a quantitative comparison between the calculation and measurement 

of puLse ultrasonic waveforms in the time-domain for both longitudinal and transverse 

ultrasonic pulses in solid. He first used an electromagnetic surface force generated on the 

surface of an aluminum sample by a flat pancake coil carrying a pulse current of high 

peak intensity as a standard quantitative sound source for the experiment. Then he 

calculated the pulse by superimposing the various sinusoidal waves calculated by 

rigorous integral representations [14], Later in another study, Kawashima found that the 



quantitative discrepancy between the calculated and the measured size of the waveforms 

was 48 percent for the longitudinal wave pulses and 34 percent for the transverse pulses 

[15]. Although the quantitative comparison between the theory and the experiment has 

big difference, it is considered to be smaller than any other results obtained at the time. 

Baboux and Kazys [17] investigated the transient fields radiated into isotropic 

solids by circular and annular sources with special emphasis on the quantitative relation 

between different types of wave. The method of calculation for this study was based on 

Kawashima's approach. Djelouah and Baboux [16] also in their study assumed 

KawasMma's approach and found it is vaMd for piezoelectric disk transducers, 

A finite difference numerical calculation approach was considered by Weight 

[18,19]. Weight presented a simple model for axisymmetric transducers. This work 

invoked the concept of plane and edge wave radiation fi-om transducer, and included an 

empirical extension of the impulse response approach used extensively in fluids. 

Weight's work showed that his model gave good agreement with the predictions of 

Kawashima and finite difference modeling. Bresse and Hutchins [20] in their study 

extended Weight's work by solving the relevant wave equations using an integral 

transform technique which was based on a double Laplace-Haokel transform. 

Spies studied the elastic wave propagation in homogeneous and layered 

transversely isotropic media [3,21,22]. In those studies, the assumption of plane wave and 

Gaussian beam model was used as a basis for modeling ultrasonic transducers. In the 

second paper. Spies used a three-dimensional Gaussian beam model to calculate the 

transducer-generated ultrasonic field. The wave in that study was assumed to travel 



through inhomogeneous anisotropic media. The inhomogeneity was modeled by dividing 

the material into several homogeneous layers. This approach was found to have some 

deviation from the exact calculated field patterns for the central ray. This deviation was 

due to the paraxial approximation of the technique. 

For a planar probe radiating into a fluid, the model most commonly used is based 

on the theory of Rayleigh-Sommerfeld for a piston (a uniform velocity) source. This 

theory works well for the piston transducer model where the wave sources vibrate with 

uniform amplitude [23-25]. Harris [23] summarized a variety of expressions that have 

been used for calculating the sound beam of planar piston probe, aU of which are special 

forms of Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral. In 1974, O'Neil showed how the Rayleigh-

Sommerfeld theory could be adopted to develop an approximate model for a spherically 

focused probe radiating into a fluid and gave an explicit expression for the on-axis 

pressure for the fluid [25]. 

Schmcrr and Sedov have also used the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theory to find the 

pressure radiated by ultrasonic transducers [26-29]. Sedov et al. [26] in an earlier study 

modeled the transducer as a uniform velocity (piston) source and the scatterer with any 

arbitrary shape. In that paper, they used superposition of plane waves to model the 

bounded beam generated by the transducer. In another study Schmerr ct al. [28] 

introduced a model for a spherically focused piston transducer in terms of boundary 

diffraction waves. The model represents the radiated pressure in terms of direct wave and 

one-dimensional edge wave integral. In the late nineties Lerch, et al. [29] proposed a new 

method called the edge element method to model ultrasonic transducers in a single 



medium. This method deals with integration of sources over the edges of surface 

elements. It divides the transducer suriace into a web of sources coasisting of radiating 

straight-line elements whose individual contributions can be evaluated analytically. The 

method employs linear approximation to the phase term of the integrand. It is possible to 

make higher order approximations to the phase and amplitude terms of the integrand; 

however, the higher order approximations would entail the evaluation of more complex 

formulas for each element. 

Placko and Kundu studied ultrasonic and magnetic sensors and presented a new 

approach that utilizes the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral to overcome some numerical 

difficulties associated with the transducer modeling [4J. This approach, in contrast to the 

classical finite element methods or finite differences method, depends on the analytical 

solutions of basic point source problems. Hence, it can be considered as a semi-analytical 

technique for solving sensor problems; those can be magnetic, ultrasonic or electrostatic 

sensors. This new approach is called Distributed Point Sources Method (DPSM) where 

"n" numbers of point sources are distributed near the transducer face. In this manner the 

model could represent the radiated waves by the superposition of spherical waves over 

the planar aperture. Placko et al. [30] investigated the effect of the number of point 

sources on the accuracy of computed fields in homogeneous and non-homogeneous fluid 

media where 10 and 100-point sources were used to model the ultrasonic transducer face 

using DPSM. The pressure distribution in front of a transducer for both homogeneous and 

non-homogeneous fluid media in presence of an interface was studied by Lee et al. [2] 



using the DPSM technique. Results for this study showed a good agreement with 

classical results. 

The finite element method can handle a specific transducer problem, but only by 

dLscretizing the 3-D medium in which the transducer is radiating, this will result in added 

computational time and cost. DPSM, on the other hand, is very efficient for modeling 

transducers. Such modeling is useful for NDE and health monitoring of structures 

becau.se it can analyze transducers of complex geometry for which analytical solutions 

are not available and finite element solutions are too slow and expensive. 
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CHAPTERS 

FUNDMENTALS 

A good understanding of the fundamentals of mechanics of elastic waves is 

necessary to appreciate the physics of elastic wave propagation in solid and fluid media. 

Chapters 3 and 4 give the fundamentals of elasticity and elastic wave propagation theory. 

Detailed derivation of some of the equations presented here can be found in references 

[31-37], 

3.1 Fundamental Equations 

From the theory of elasticity, the governing equilibrium equations in xi, X2 and 

directions are as follows: 

9<t,i  ^ g<7^i ^ ^ f = i) 
Stj dx2 dx, ' 

^ + + + (3.1) 
3 5Xj dxj dx 

da,-, da., dcr. 

dx, dxj dx~ 

Equations of (3.1) can be combined in the following form, 

+  f =  < T  + /, = 0 (3.2) 
d^j 

The equilibrium equations given in Eq. (3.2) are written in index notation, where 

the free index i takes three values 1, 2, and 3 and corresponds to three equilibrium 

equations, and comma (,) indicates derivative. 

The stress-strain relation for isotropic material is as follows, 
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(Jij — KSjjSi^ + IfiSjj (3.3) 

Coefficients A. and // are known as Lame's first and second constants, respectively. After 

some algebraic manipulation the stress values in terms of displacement components can 

be obtained. Substituting the stress-strain relation (Eq. 3.3) into the equilibrium equation 

(Eq. 3.2) and then after some simplification the Navier's equations is obtained as follows; 

[iSySj^+ljUEy) +f =0 

=> X + T^Kk) + 2/i ~{uij + Uj) 
-J J 

+  f = Q  
(3.4) 

=> fe. + + Uj^j\+ / = 0 

=i> Xujj + iM,j + fJUjj +f =0 

( l  +  / i j u j j i  +  f i U i j  + f = 0  

The above equation can be written in the vector form as 

(l + //)v(v»u)+ //V'u + f = 0 

From the vector identity we can say 

V^u = V(V.u)-VxVxu 

Eq.(3.5) can be also written as 

(l+ 2/i)v(V»«)-juV X V X u f f = 0 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

In Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) the dot (•) and cross (x) are used to indicate scalar or 

dot product and vector or cross product, respectively. The equilibrium equations, 

expressed in terms of the displacement components (Eqs. 3.4-7) are known as Navier's 

equation. In the above-derived Navier's equation, it is assumed that the body is in static 

equilibrium; hence, the resultant force acting on the body is equal to zero. If the body is 
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subjected to a nonzero resultant force then it will have an acceleration w, (time 

derivatives are denoted by dots over the variable) and the equilibrium equation (Eq. 3.2) 

will be replaced by the following governing equation of motion, 

<^ijj+f=P^i (3.8) 

Where p is the mass density, Hence, the Navier's equation for the dynamic case takes the 

following form 

(a + 2ju)v(v. u) - //V xVxu + f = fju (3.9) 

3.2 Stokes-Helmholtz Decomposition 

Wave propagation problems are by nature dynamic problems. Solution of Eq. (3.9) 

subjected to appropriate boundary conditions give different kinds of elastic waves. It is 

very difficult to solve two- and three-dimensional problems directly from the Navier's 

equation. Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition of the displacement field transforms the 

Navier's governing equation of motion into simpler wave equations. Stokes-Helmho Itz 

decomposition from mathematical point of view is simply a change of variables. If ^ is a 

scalar function and A is a vector function then any displacement field u can be expressed 

in the following manner, 

is = V^ + VxA (3.10) 

Since the above vector equation has three parameters (wi,  uz, uj) on the left-hand 

side and four parameters (^, A\, A2, A3) on the right-hand side, an additional relation 
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(known as auxiliary condition or gauge condition) is defined to obtain a unique relations 

between u\, uj, W3 and ^,Ai, Aj, A3. This relation is given below 

V.A = 0 (3.11) 

Navier's equation for the dynamic case in absence of a body force takes the form, 

(/I + 2//)v(V. u)- /iV X V X u = pii (3.12) 

Substituting Eq.(3.10) into the Navier's equation, 

(A + 2//)v(v.-{V^ + VxA})-/iVxVx{V^ + VxA}=/7^ '̂ + VxA} (3.13) 

However, Jrom the vector identity one can write 

V.(VXA)=0 

Vx(V^)=0 

VXVXA = V(^A)-V'A 

Substituting Eqs.(3.14) and (3.11) into Eq.(3.13) one gets 

{a + 2//)v{vV)- mY X (- V'a)= + Y x a} 

=> v[(/ l  + 2//)vV -  p^\+ V X  [aV " A  -/7A]=0 

vV-

=»V| vV— 

{X + 2/i) 

+ Vx 

+ Vx V^A-^A = 0 

V'A—^A 
c  s  

= 0 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Where Cp = H and Cg = — 
V P  \ P  

Sufficient conditions for the above equation to be satisfied are 



vV--4-^' = o 
Cp 

V'A-^-A-O 
Cg 

Equations (3.16) are wave equations that have solutions of the following form. 

A(x,/) = A(n. X - Cgt) 
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(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The former equations represent two waves propagating in n direction with the velocity of 

Cp and cs, respectively. 

3.3 Two-Dimensional In-plane problems 

For the general 3-D case the displacement field is given by m = V(^ + VxA; 

however, if the problem geometry is such that Ui{xi,x2) and U2{xi^2) are nonzero while «3 

is equal to zero then the problem is called 2-D in-plane problem. The details of solving 

this problem are given below. 

Three components of displacement in Cartesian coordinate system can be written 

from Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition as, 

H,=|V^ + VXA], 

112 =[V  ̂+ VXA]2 (3.18) 

113 -[v^ + VxAI, 

M, = ^,j + 

"2 

t i j  — ^,3 + WjVlj ^2^1 

(3.19) 
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In Eq.(3.19) the prime indicates derivative with respect to the argument. For two-

dimensional in-plane problems in X\X2 plane this leads to = 0 and Mj = 0 as a result 

both Ai and^2 must be equal to zero. This will lead to; 

^^2 = ̂ -2 — A'^ 

Now if we set A3 = i / / t o  obtain 

or 

dS dw 

Dxj 

^2 = 
(3.22) 

d<j> dy/ 

d X j  d X y  

3.4 Stress-potential relation 

In order to find a relationship that links the wave potential to the stress 

components, we have to consider the constitutive law of the material. For two-

dimensional in-plane problems in xixz plane two potential functions are (f) {x\^2,t) and 

y/{x\jC2j). The relationship between displacement component and potential function in 

Cartesian coordinate system for the wave equations can be described as follows; 

The governing wave equations for an in-plane problem is, see Eq.(3.16), 
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V V — =  ^ ^ '  =  0  

, 1 1 
V y/ j-r = rnj+r,22 = 0 

Cs Cs 

Also from the stress-strain relation for isotropic material see Eq.(3.3), 

a,J =X5ySa+2juSij 

Therefore, 

•̂ 11 ~ (̂̂ 11 2̂2 <£•33)+ 

^11 ~ '^(^II ^21 ^33 ) 

<Tll = (/I 2/^ki 

CTji = (A + 2//)mj J + /IM2 2 + -^3,3 

Combining Eqs.(3.22) and (3.3) one can write 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

CTii = (a + )n 

CTjj = (/I + 2//)(^,jI  +</',|2) + ni) 

^11 ~ ^/•'(v''12~^'22) (3.26) 

<Tj J = //{at (^•>11 +^?22 ) 2(^1?/,J2 "<^,21)} 

CT] 1 = /i{r V V + 2(̂ ,12 -̂ ,22 )} 

Where, 
2 l  + 2u K  = -

y 

In the same manner we can find cr,, as follows. 

0*22 — + 2//)?^2,2 •^(^1,1 ''3,3) + 2/i)(^522 V^n2 ) "^ 

= (jl + 2/i){^,jj+^,22} — 2//(^,j2+^,u ) = (^5ii +^•>22)"" 2(^312+^?n)l 

= /i{K-'VV-2(^„j+^„2)} 

(3.27) 
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and cr,2 is, 

0'j2 = 2// X 2 + ̂ 2,1) ~ '22 ~V'11) ~ +V/5 22 ~^^'U) (3.28) 

The above equations give stress and displacement components in terms of wave 

potentials for elastic waves propagating in xixi plane in an infinite isotropic solid medium 

in absence of any boundary. The effect of a plane boundary on the mechanics of elastic 

wave propagation is investigated in a later chapter of this dissertatioa 
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CHAPTER 4 

ELASTIC WAVES 

4.1 Introduction 

Elastic waves can be described as a disturbance that travels through a medium, 

transporting energy from one location (its source) to another location. When an elastic 

wave pulse goes through a medium each individual particle of the medium is temporarily 

displaced and then returns to its original equilibrium position. 

Elastic waves in solids can propagate in two principle modes that are based on the 

way the particles oscillate relative to the wave propagation direction. These are (1) 

longitudinal waves, and (2) shear waves. Waves can also propagate as surface waves, and 

plate waves in half spaces and plate type structures, respectively. Longitudinal and shear 

waves are the two modes of propagation most widely used in ultrasonic testing and these 

two modes will be the focus of this study. Particle movement directions for the 

propagation of longitudinal and shear waves are shown below. 
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Particles at rest 

Pirectiun of wave propagation 

llilllllllllllllllillllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll  
.0^ ^ Longttiidittal 

Direction of particle wave 
motion 

Direction of wave propagation 

Shear Wave Directfon of particle 
motion 

Figure 4.1 Propagation of longitudinal and shear waves 

In longitudinal waves, the oscillations occur in the direction of wave propagation. 

Since compressional and dilatational forces are active in these waves, they are also called 

pressure (P-wave) or compressional waves. They are also sometimes called primary 

waves because they arrive before other waves during an earthquake event. Compressional 

waves can be generated in liquids, as well as solids because the energy travels through 

the atomic structure by a series of compression and expansion movements. 

In the case of transverse or shear wave (S-wave), the particles oscillate at a right 

angle or transverse to the direction of propagation. Shear waves require an acoustically 

solid material for eflective propagation and, therefore, are not effectively propagated in 

materials such as liquids or gasses (ideal fluids have zero shear). In NDE applications 

shear waves are usualy generated in materials using the energy from longitudinal waves. 



Surface and plate waves are only briefly mentioned here as they arc not the focus 

of this study. Along stress-free surfaces, various types of complex vibrations of the 

particles that are combinations of P and S waves generate Rayleigh or surface waves and 

Lamb or plate waves. These waves are also some times useful for ultrasonic inspection in 

special cases. 

Surface or Rayleigh waves travel along the surface of a relatively thick solid 

material penetrating to a depth of about one wavelength. The particle movement has an 

elliptical orbit. Rayleigh waves are usefol because they are very sensitive to surface 

defects and can follow the surface around; these waves can be used to inspect surface 

areas that other waves might have difficulty in reaching. 

Plate waves or Lamb waves can be propagated only in plate type structures with 

two parallel stress-free boundaries. Lamb waves are a complex vibrational wave that 

excites the entire thickness of a plate. Propagation velocities of Lamb waves depend on 

the material properties and thickness of the plate and the wave frequency. For Lamb 

waves, a number of modes of particle vibration are possible; for a homogenous plate 

these modes can be classified into two groups symmetric and asymmetric. 

4.2 P and S waves 

Elastic waves as mentioned earlier can propagate in two different modes P-wave 

mode and S wave mode in "an infinite elastic solid. When the wave propagates as the P-

wave then only normal stresses (compressional or dilatational) are generated in the solid 

and the wave propagation speed is cp. When the wave propagates as the S wave, only 
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shear stresses are generated in the solid and the propagation speed is cs. cp and cs have 

been derived earlier in Chapter 3. 

If the problem is considered as an inplane problem where the waves propagate in 

one plane (say xix2-plane) then the wave potentials <f> and y/ for these two types of waves 

can be written in the following form, 

^(x,0 =  +  H j X j  -  C p t )  =  < f > { X y  cos<9 + Xj sin 0 - c,A) 
(4.1) 

+^2^2 "  ̂ sO = cosO + x^ sin 0- c^t) 

Eq.(4.1) represents waves propagating in direction n in the xix2-piane as shown in 

Fig.4.2. 

Wave fronts 

Figure 4.2 Elastic waves propagating in direction n in the xix2-planc 
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Displacement and stress components can be obtained from these wave potential 

expressions following Eqs. (3.22), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27). For every point on a plane, 

normal to n has the same state of motion; these planes are called wave fronts and the 

propagating P and S waves with plane wave fronts are called plane waves. 

4.3 Harmonic Waves 

If the time dependence of the wave is harmonic then Eq. (4.1) should have the 

following form 

^(x,0 = ^exp(/-^xi cos6' + i — X 2  sin0-i^Cpt) 

(4.2) 

= Bexp(i—Xj cos0+i—Xj sin^ -i—Cgt) 
f., C.V 

Introducing kp ~ — and kg = — we get the folowing equation, 
Cp Cg 

= Aexp{ikpx^ COS0 + ik^x^ sin 0 -icot) 
(4.3) 

i//(x,l) = B exp(ji^x, cos9 + ik^Xj sin 0 - icot) 

kp and ks are called P and S wave numbers, respectively. The variable ro is known as the 

circular frequency (radian per second) and is related to the wave frequency (f in hertz or 

Hz) in the following manner, 

m = iTf (4.4) 
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Advantage of harmonic time dependence is that the problem becomes much 

simpler. Equation (4.1) can have any expression for the function ^ and y/. However, for 

harmonic time dependence {e~"^) and y/ must have the exponential form as shown in 

Eq. (4.3). It is also possible to assume the time dependence of harmonic waves as 

sin( iat) or cos( iwt) then the wave expressions become 

<p = Asm! cos(± kpX^ cos0 ± kpX^ sin ^ + om) 

y/ = B sin/ cos(± cos<9 ± kgX^ sin 0 + (at) 

However, it is easer to take time derivations of than sinc;^ or cosfaf, for that reason 

time dependence is generally assumed. A and B of Eq.(4.3) are amplitudes of the 

wave potentials ^ and if/, respectively. Simplifying it further we get 

^ = A exp(jAxj + irpc2- iaoi) ( 4  5 )  

y/ - Bexp(/fcc, + ifiXj -icot) 

Where 

k = kp cosO = k^ COS0 

7} = kp .sin 0 (4.6) 

P = k^ sin 0 

Since the time dependence e'"" appears in every term for time harmonic motions, it is 

customary to ignore it while writing the expressions for potentials, displacements and 

stresses. 
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4.4 Plane Wave Propagation in Fluid 

Since perfect fluid does not have any shear stress the wave propagation analysis 

in a perfect fluid medium is much simpler and can be considered as a special case of that 

in the solid. In this study, the fluid is assumed to be perfect fluid. Constitutive relation 

for solid (Rq. 3.3) can be specialized for the fluid case by substituting the shear modulus 

Shear stress components are all zero for this case. Then the constitutive relation is 

simplified to 

Since a fluid can only sustain hydrostatic pressure p, the stress field in a fluid is given by, 

ju-Q. 

(Ty — ASjjSl^ (4.7) 

(4.8) 

*^11 ~ ^22 ~ ^33 ~ P (4.9) 

From the above we can write 

(4.10) 
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The governing equations of motion (Eq. 3.8) can be specialized in the same manner 

o-iu +/i = - P n + f i ^ m  

^22,2 f 2 ~ ~P^2 ~ P^2 

f^33.3 +/3 =-P^3+f$ =/»3 

=> -Vp + f = 

(4.11) 

Taking divergence of both sides, 

DHV.u) 
- V.Vp + v.f = V.pii = (4.11a) 

Subtituting V.u = -~ in to the above equation 

-VV + Vf = p-

=> -V^p + V.f = • 

f 2 __ P 

V 

A a/' 

=> V = 0 
1  a/-

(4.12) 

In absence of any body force the above governing equation is simplified to the wave 

equation or Helmholtz equation. 

72 „ P ^ ' P  
A dt-

v>- = 0 (4.13) 

or 

vV--t^ = o 
cl dt' 

(4.14) 
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(4.15) 

Its solution is given by 

p  =  f { n x - c , t )  (4.16) 

This equation represents a wave propagating in n direction with a velocity c/. This 

wave produces only normal stress like the P-wave in a solid and its velocity Cy = 

S-wavc cannot be generated in a perfect fluid. 

For harmonic time dependence (e"") and two-dimensional problems, like before, 

p can be expressed as p{Xy,Xj,t) = 77(x,,x,)£?""' and the governing wave equation is 

simplified to 

^ V'p + k]p = Q (4.17) 

where ^(=«2/c/) is the wave number. Solution of Eq. (4.17) is given by, 

p{x„x,)^ (4.18) 

where 

n-ylk 'f-k '  (4.19) 

Because of the plane wave front the wave defined by Eq. (4.18) is called the plane wave. 

where, 
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For modeling the transducer generated ultrasonic field, we need to match the 

particle velocity or pressure of fluid and solid particles on the transducer face. Relation 

between pressure and velocity can be drived as shown below. Consider Eq. 4.11 without 

any body force, this will lead to, 

-Vp = pi = /7V = p-~ (4.20) 
at 

If we take dot product of both sides of the above equation with n, where n is some unit 

vector, we get 

-V/7.n = p-^-^ (4.21) 
oi 

Note that 

dn dn 

A.m) AVJ 
dt dt 

Therefore we can say. 

(4,23) 
^ p dt 

4.5 Point Source in a Fluid 

Waves sometimes are generated by a point source as shown in Fig. 4.3. These 

concentrated pressure sources produce elastic waves with spherical wave front and are 

called spherical waves. 
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Spherical wave expanded Spherical wave contracted 

Fig. 4.3 A point source at the origin generating spherical wave in a fluid - (a) expanded 

position, (b) contracted position of the oscillating point source. 

If the time dependence of the point source be jit) then the governing equation of 

motion lEq,(4.14) j can be written as 

^V-^^ = /(O5(x-0) (4.24) 
Cjr vt 

where the three-dimensional delta function <3(x-0) is zero at all points except at the origin. 

Because of the axisymmetric nature of the source it will generate an axisymmetric wave 

in the fluid. Since there is no body force in the tluid in the region that excludes the 

origin, the governing equation of motion in the fluid (excluding the origin). 
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vV-4^ = o 
4 dr 

(4.25) 

The problem is axisymmetric; hence, its solution should be axisymmetric. In 

other words, p should be independent of angles 0 and p of the spherical coordinates and 

be a function of the tadial distance r and time t only. For this special case the above 

governing equation is simplified to 

1 

dr dr 

1 c9p 

c] de 
= 0 (4.26) 

If p=P{r,t)/r, then the above equation is simplified to 

d^P 1 d^P 

dr~ cj (Ir 
= 0 

that has a solution of the form. 

(4.27) 

P ^ P ,  
f ^ ( \ 

r r 
t t + — 

Cf V }) I  ^/J 
(4.28) 

where Pi and P2 represent waves traveling in the outward and inward directions, 

respectively. From physical considerations we cannot have an inward-propagating wave 

for point source excitation. Hence, the acceptable solution is 

p{r,t) = 
P 1 

r r 
t 

V 
(4.29) 
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It can be shown that the tlinction P\ has the following form [31] 

f \  ^ ^ 
t = —-/ 

An 
t—— (4.30) 

Therefore, the final solution of Eq. (4.24) is 

P ^ R  
f \  

r 
t 

V J J 
(4.31) 

or 

Anr 

( \ 

\ f J 
(4.32) 

If /(/) is a delta function then the governing equation and its solution are given by 

vV-^^=^(04x-o) (4.33) 

p{r,t) = 
Aw 

V 1 J 
(4.34) 

Fourier transforms of Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) give 
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" (4.35) 

G(r,oj>) = 
i w r i C f  -> J 

Anr 

Where G is the Fourier transform of p. 

For harmonic excitation f ( t )  = e  it may be assumed that the pressure field is 

also harmonic p(r,t) = G(r)e"''®'. Then the equation of motion Eq. (4.24) becomes 

,2. . ,  d'G 
V'G~ 

cj dt' 
e-"" =S(x~0)e- (4.36) 

Comparing Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) the solution for the harmonic case is obtain as 

G(r) = 
4w 

(4.37) 

where A/= a/cj. 

Equation (4.37) is the fimdamental solution for a point source having harmonic 

time dependency (e"'®*). This fimdamental solution serves as an important building block 

for constructing other more general solutions of wave propagation in a fluid in front of 

the transducer face as we will see in later chapters. 
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CHAPTERS 

PLANE WA¥E REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION 

Ultrasonic waves are reflected at boundaries where there are differences in 

acoustic impedance on the two sides of the boundary. This is commonly referred as 

impedance mismatch. Acoustic impedance determines the strength of acoustic 

transmission and reflection at the interlace boundary of two materials having different 

acoustic impedances. This property is important for the design of ultrasonic transducers 

[31,36]. The ifraction of the incident-wave intensity in reflected and transmitted waves 

can be derived by matching the particle velocity and pressures across the interface. 

Formulation for acoustic reflection and transmission coefficients are presented in this 

chapter. 

5.1 Plane Waves at the Fluid-Fluid Interface 

When a plane harmonic pressure wave strikes an interface between two fluid 

media at an angle Oi, as shown in Fig. 5.1, then part of this wave will be reflected in 

Medium 1 and part will be transmitted into Medium 2. For this case (fluid-fluid), no 

shear waves are present, reflected and transmitted waves arc only compressional wave or 

P-wave. The figure shows a plane wave pt of unit magnitude, incident at the interface 

between two fluids. The reflected and transmitted waves arc denoted by pa and pr, 

respectively. Amplitudes ofpR and pr are R and T, respectively. 
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Figure 5.1 Incident, reflected and transmitted waves at a fluid-fluid interface 

Assuming harmonic plane wave, the pressure fields corresponding to the incident, 

reflected and transmitted waves are given by, 

p ~ -itiH 

(5.1) 

where, 

k  =  k f i  sin <9j = k f 2  sin 0 2  

r j i  =  k f i  c o s ^ i  =  ̂ k j y  - k ^  

% = kf2 COS0, = -k^ (5.2) 
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From interface conditions we know that, local particle pressures are continuous 

across the boundary between the two fluids, that is + Px = Pr- This leads to 

(5.3) 

After setting = 0, we get, 

=» 1 + i? = r (5.4) 

The second continuity condition that must be satisjfied across the interface is the 

continuity of normal displacement to the interface, or its derivative (ie. the normal 

velocity to the interface). 

1 Qty 
From pressure velocity relation, = - j dt may be written as: 

^ pdn 

V = V I 

f l  d {p,  

J A ^2 

1 ^{Pi^Pr) 

=f 1 BPr J, 

Pi ^2 

P2 ^2 

1 dpj. 

Ji:,=0 

(5.5) 

A v»o P' i  1x,  

When setting Xj = 0, we get, 

p\ Pi 
(5.6) 

Writing this system of linear equations in matrix form obtains. 



This leads to. 

Hence, 

'-1 1 ' |/e| ' 1 ' 

H l Vi^ 
|/e| 

^i 

.Pi Pi _ 

|/e| 

Pi 

" - 1  1  "  
- 1  

'  1  '  

!h_ < Vi 

_ P i  P 2 _  Px 

/ A 

\Pl Pi J 

-12- 1 
Pi 

^ 1 
Pi 

1 

Px 

1 
f \  

ny ^ Hi 

\  P \  P i )  

P\ Pi 

2^ 
. Pi 

R = ^ Pi. 

Pi Pi 

T = 

Pi Pi 

After substituting the value of %,% back into Eqs. (5.10a,b) we get. 

cos 10, ^/2 cos 02 

R = Pi Pi 
kj-^ COS0J kjj cos6^2 

j 
Pi Pi 
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t  = (5.11b) 
kj y cos(9j cos 6*2 

+ 
pi pi  

Now by substituting the values of back into Eqs. (5.1 la,b) the final expression for 

the reflection and transmission coefficients are formed as: 

ptcf2 cos^,  + cos02 

Where R is the reflection coefficient and T is the transmission coefficient for the 

plane wave traveling in the fluid medium. These coefficients will be used later to find 

the pressure filed in Iront of the ultrasonic transducer. 

5.2 Plane Waves at a Fluid-Solid Interface 

When elastic waves travel in a solid material and encounters a surface or interface 

then, one form of wave energy can be transformed into another form. For example, when 

a longitudinal wave hits an interface at an angle, some of the energy can cause particle 

movement in the transverse direction to start a mode conversion in wMch shear waves are 

generated. Mode conversion occurs when a wave encounters an interface between 

materials of different acoustic impedance and the incident wave is not normal to the 

p-ffi cos^?, - cos^2 
(5.12a) 

pjcf  i  COS^I + pf fy co^oj  

2/^2^/2^080, 
(5.12b) 
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interface. Fig. 5.2 shows a plane P-wave of unit amplitude striking an interface between 

a fluid half-space (density = pf, P-wave speed = c/) and a solid half-space (density = ps, 

P-wave speed = cp, S-wave speed = cs). Reflected and transmitted wave directions in 

fluid and solid media are shown in the figure. 

Fluid 

• •  

Figure 5.2 Incident, reflected and transmitted waves near an interface 
between fluid and solid half-spaces 

For this case (fluid-solid), the wave potentials in fluid and solid can be expressed in terms 

of their potentials as follows; 

ikxr 'vfxj  
<Pi 

<f)r = 

where 
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k = k,  sin 0^ - hp sin Ojj,  - k^ sin 9^^ 

rj  f  = kf  COS0J = ^kj  -k^ 

%  =  k f ,  c o s O j f ,  -  - J k j  -  k  '  (5.14) 

f is  ~ COS02S ~ 

m 
/ /tp — 3 — 5 

C/ Cp Cj. 

From continuity of normal displacement (W2) and stresses (052 and 012) across the 

interface (at xz = 0) we can say that; u( ~ul, cr^ = , and cTJJ = 0. Since there is no 

shear wave generated in the fluid ( ^ = 0 ), ul takes the form, ul = —^ this leads to : 

For the solid, both longitudinal and shear waves can exist. 

(5.16) 
cbcj 5X] 

By setting u{ = across the interface (at xj = 0) wc get, 

=>= (- e""'- + |_ = [4V"""' - '''' 

After setting x^ - 0, we obtain 

iJ]J {-1 + R) = /(- 77^.7,, - A:7;.) (5.18) 

The second interface condition necessitates that normal stresses across the interface must 

be equal, that is trfj = . 
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For the fluid. 

cr^ = pfco^^ 

=> pfco^ie ]b^' 

In the case of solid. 

22 

a. 22 

ila. a 22 

<j.  
22 -ju{{ks - 2^2 }e'^' 

after setting cr^J = cTJ, at the interface we come to, 

[- py(\+«)],_ ^ = [- /<{- ( ik^ -  ki  y, + ikp. t ,  }L 

in the same manar, the third interface condition is 

/^{2^,J2+^522 } <T, 12 

O", 12 

(5.19) 

(5.19a) 

(5.20) 

(5.20a) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.22a) 

This leads to (after setting X j  = 0 ) :  

o-,j = /i{2fc%rp +(A'' )/;,}-0 (5.22b) 

The linear set of equations (5.18), (5.21) and (5.22b) can be written in matrix form and 

solved for the imknowns as foflows, 

nr 

0 

ns k 

/ j i lk^ - k^ ) 2fdcfig 

iki fs  { ik^-kl)  

fi?" 

k> ' = •  pjo)^ 

h .  0 

(5.23) 
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To get R, Tp and Ts equation (5.23) needs to be solved. From the third equation we can 

say, 

r r 
^ {2k^ -kl)  ''  

(5.24) 

Substituting this relation in the first two equations of (5.23) and after some simplification 

we get. 

R- vs 1 

V 

^t ,=\  

R + £s_ 
pf  

(2^ ]  
[k's J 

4k tJsPs 

kt  

'2k'  ^ 
Us J 

(5.25) 

• t  ~ 1 p -1 

By subtracting the first equation from the second of (5.25) it is possible to obtain, 

£l. 
Pf 

ip 

V 

v 
- 1  + 

kl  

i r  

V "'S 

- + 

ir 

V 
-1 

Tp = 

2k^ 

V "•s 

\2 

2k' 

V "-.v 

^k-rjsps 

kt  
+ 

or. 
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When we substitute the above expression of Tp into the first equation of (5.25) we get 

2k'  

r  = l  + 

or, 

vs 
f if  

f2e ^ 

V y 

\ 
Ps < '2k'  ^ Vs 
pf Ui J kl 

-1 

V = l + -

% 

nf 

pf  

'2k~ 

k^ \ + K vf  

R-
Pf 

^2k'  

V "•» 
+ 

kl  

Pf 

^ 2k^ 

k^ V "-S 
- 1  

ks 
+ 

^f  

(5.27) 

After substituting the expression of Tp from Eq. (5.26) into the third equation of (5.23) 

we obtain the expression of Ts 

ikrjs 

kl  

2e 

V "-S 
2k'  

V % 
Ps 

Pf 

2r 

V % 

s2 

- 1  + 
ak' i isps 

(5.28) 

r]f 

or 

kl  
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Where R is the reflection coefficient, is the transmission coefficient for the P-

wave and Ts is the transmission coefficient for the S- wave. These coefficients will be 

used later in this study to find displacement field in the solid in front of the ultrasonic 

transducer. 
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CHAPTERS 

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER MODELING 

In general, spherical waves are generated by a point source in an infinite medium, 

cylindrical waves are generated by a Hne source, and an inlMte plane in a space can 

generate plane waves. In many NDE applications we encounter wave fi"onts that are 

neither spherical nor plane since elastic waves are generated by sources of linite 

dimension such as ultrasonic transducers. Typical characteristic dimensions such as 

diameter of the commercially available ultrasonic transducers can vary from quarter of an 

inch to one inch. Of course in special applications the ultrasonic source can be much 

smaller or much larger. To predict the wave front correctly in front of the transducer, the 

later should be modeled by some numerical or semi-analytical techniques as discussed in 

this chapter. 

6.1 Surface Integral Technique 

Pressure field in a fluid for a planar piston transducer of finite diameter can be 

found from the spherical wave equation solution, see Chapter 4. To find the pressure field 

for such case, Eq. (4.33) needs to be integrated over the surface of the transducer. 
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X2 

Figure 6.1 Planar Piston transducer in fluid 

For point sources distributed over the transducer face, the integral of Eq. (4.33) 

over the surface of the transducer will give the pressure field at x in the fluid due to the 

point sources distributed over y on the transducer face, see Fig. 6.1 

(•  cxp(ik,r)  
p{^) = \a dS(y)  (6.1) 

i 4nr 

Where the constant A is related to the strength of the source. From the Rayleigh-

Sommerfield theory the above integral can be expressed as [31,33] 

2^ I r 
(6.2) 
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where, V3(y) is the particle velocity on the transducer surface. For constant velocity of 

the transducer surface (vs = vo) Eq. (6.2) is simplified to 

^ ^ fexp{ji/r) 
P{^) = — dS{j) (6.3) 

Lit i r 

6.2 Distributed Point Source Method 

If the front face of a transducer is considered as finite source, then the pressure 

field due to a finite plane source can be assumed to be the summation of the pressure 

fields generated by a number of point sources distributed over the finite source. This 

assumption can be justified in the following manner. When a point and a sphere represent 

a harmonic point source that is contracting and expanding, where the point represents the 

contracted position and the sphere represents the expanded position. If a large number of 

such point sources are placed side-by-side on a plane surface, then the contracted and 

expanded positions for the group of point sources will be as shown in Fig. 6.2b, however 

due to internal cancellation of neighboring points, the combined effect for a very large 

number of point sources will be as shown in Fig. 6.2c 
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(a) 

Transducer face 

Figure 6.2 Point sources distributed over a finite source - (a) one point source, (b) 

individual effect, (c) combined effect 

From Fig. 6.2b and 6.2c it is clear that the combined effect of a large number of 

point sources distributed on a plane surface is the vibration of the particles of the plane 

surface normal to the surface. Therefore, any normal vibration of a finite plane surface 

can be modeled by replacing the finite surface by a large number of point sources 

distributed over the surface. We have to mention here that along the periphery of the 

circular surfece, the particles not only vibrate normal to the surface, but also expand to a 

hemisphere and contract to the point on the periphery; however, the effect of this on the 

pressure field is negligible. 
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6.3 DPSM Method for Computing the Ultrasonic Field 

The technique to compute the strength of the distributed point source method is 

discussed in this section. If we let the strength of the w-th point source be am such that 

the pressure at a distance from the point source is given by 

expfik^r^)  
= (6.4) 

where A„ =~ 
" 4;r 

and there are iV point sources distributed over the transducer surface, as shown in Fig.6.3, 

then the total pressure at point x is given by 

expfikf t^)  
m = (6.5) 

m=l 

x,  

Figure 6.3 Velocity Vm at point x due to the w-th point source 
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In the above equation, is the distance of the m-th point source from point x. From the 

pressure-velocity relation (Eqs. 4.21 and 4.23) we can compute the velocity at x. 

From Eq.(4.21) 

dp dv„ 

on ot  
(6.6) 

For e ""'time dependence. 

= •  
1 dp 

iccp dn 
(6.7) 

Hence, the velocity in the radial direction for the m-th point source at a radial 

distance r is given by 

lap or 

'expiikj^r)^ 

A. 
iap 

^ ikf exp(jA;,r) exp(i^^r) ̂  A„ exp(%r) 
(6.8) 

lap 
ikf  

and the xs component of the velocity is 

^zn, ir)  = -
d 

iap Ojc, 

expiikjr)^_ cxp(ikjr)  1 
- - -  ikf  
lap r' V 

(6.9) 
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When contributions of all N sources are added, see Fig. 6.3, then the total velocity in the 

X3 direction at point x is obtained in the following manner, 

Where x^m is the X3 value measured from the m-th source as shown in Fig. 6.3. 

If the transducer surface velocity in the X3 direction is given by vq then for all x values on 

the transducer surface the velocity should be equal to vq. Hence, 

Taking N points on the transducer surface we can obtain a system of N linear 

equations to obtain N unknowns Au ̂ 2, An . However, when Km becomes equal to 

zero then becomes unbounded. This could happen if point sources coincide with the 

point of interest. In other words, if point sources as well as points of interest x are both 

located on the transducer surface then can be zero sometimes. To overcome this 

difficulty, the point sources are placed slightly behind the transducer surface as shown in 

Fig.6.4. For such arrangement the smallest value that rm can take is rs. 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 
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—H 

Figure 6.4 Point sources are located behind the transducer surface 

The X3 components of velocity are matched with vo at points x. these points are 

taken on the transducer surfece at the apex of the small spheres that touch the transducer 

surface and whose centers coincide with the point sources. 

6.4 Matrix Formulation 

Steps described above to compute the source strengths can be written in terms of 

matrix equations as described below. 

Equation (6.11) can be written in the following matrix equation form 

(6.12) 
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where Vs is the (N x 1) vector of the velocity components in X3 direction at the N number 

of surface points x, and Ls the (N x 1) vector containing the strengths of N number of 

point sources. M,®- is the (N x N) matrix relating the two vectors V,v and As. From Eq. 

(6.11) we can write, 

Kf =[vl v' v| vf-' v^] (6.13) 

In Eq.(6.13) we can see that the transpose of the column vector V.v is a row vector of 

dimension (1 x N). Elements of this vector are denoted by v" where the subscripts j can 

take the value 3 and indicates the X3 direction of the velocity component. Superscript n 

can take any value between 1 and N corresponding to the point on the transducer surface 

where the veloci ty component  is  defined.  For most  ul trasonic t ransducers v" = Vg for  j  = 

3 which is normal to the transducer face. 

Vector as of the source strengths is given by 

{Aj} — [^i a2 aj  aj  ........ a ^_2 a^,  J af^-  ] 

The square matrix Mss is obtained from Eq. (6.11), 

(6.14) 



M< 

1.-^31'^1 ) ) /(*•.«'^3 ) /(x,, v_i), 'a'-i ) f^3{N)^^N) 

/(4.'"i') /(4.'-2') f i^ in-da-i)  /(4,V),rv) 

/(4,n1 /(X3ir3-) 
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(6.15) 

n^n 

where. 

/(4m.^m) = 
^3m exp(jl/r;) 

/A. 
r" 'm / 

(6.16) 

In Eq. (6.16), the subscript 3 indicates that x is measured in X3 direction, the other 

subscript m of x and r can take values jfrom 1 to A'" depending on which point source is 

considered and the superscript n can take any value between 1 and N corresponding to the 

point on the transducer surface where the velocity component is computed. 

If point X in Fig. 6.4 is denoted by Xn indicating that this point is located on the n-

th boundary point then the position vector connecting the m-th point source and the n-th 

boundary point is denoted by and its components in the X3 directions arex"^ as in 

Hq.(6.15). 

From Eq.(6.12) wc get the point sourcc strengths by inverting the matrix Mss, 

As=[Ms,]-'Vs=NjsVs (6.17) 

From Eq. (6.3) we can state that if As is correctly computed then for the transducer 

velocity vector given in Eq. (6.13) the source strength vector should be 
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[Aj=-^[l 1 1 1] (6.18) 
2k 

After getting the source strength vector As from Eq.(6.17) or (6.18) the pressure 

p{x) or velocity vector V(x) at any point (on the transducer surface or away) can be 

obtained from Eq.(6.5) for pressure or Eqs.(6.11) for velocity components. If the points 

in the fluid, where pressure and velocity vector are to be computed, are called target 

points then the target point pressure and velocity components are obtained from the 

following matrix relation 

(6.19) 
v. -M^A, 

Where Pr is a {Nj x 1) vector containing pressure values at Nt  number of target 

points and Vr is a {3Nt X 1) vector containing three velocity components at every target 

point. Vr expression is similar to the Vs expression given in Eq.(6.13) only difference is 

that its dimension is {NT X 1) instead of {N x 1). Matrix will be same as M.%' of 

Eq.(6.15) if the target points are identical to the transducer surface points where the 

velocity components are matched to obtain the point source strength vector As* in 

Eq.(6.17). However, for computing the velocity field at different points the expression 

for Mre will be slightly different from the M® expression given in Eq. (6.15). Its 

dimension will then be {NT X N ) as shown below, 
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Mjx — 

/(x3|,r, ) /(x32, A ) f{^3J^*'3 ) /(•*3(A'-1)'^A'-|) /(^3(.V)' Tv) 

_/(x3|,r, ) y(^32'^2 ) y (xyjTj ) ./ (^3(.v-l)'rv-l) /"(-"-BCiV)'^/v) 

/(x3t,n^^) /(<',v-„,r^i) 

(6.20) 

Where, /(x3„,r^) is identical to the expression given in Eq.(6.16). Definitions of the 

subscripts j  and x do not change from that in Eq.(6.16). The superscript n o f x  and r  can 

take any value between 1 and Nt depending on which target point is considered. M75 in. 

this case is not a square matrix when NT and N are different. 

From Eq.(6.5) the matrix QTS can be obtained when there are N point sources and 

nr target points, 

Qts 

exp(?A:^r/ ) exp(/A:^r2) exp(?XyT3) exp(fl^.r^) 

rl  r l  r3' 
Gxpiik f t-^) cxp[ikjK^ j cxp{ikfr^.)  

exp(il^r/) exp(/l^r2') cxp(ikjr^) exp(%r^) 

r' ^2 r,' 4  

cxpi^ikj rf ' ) Qxpiikj-r^'^) expiikj-rf^) expiikj  r^') 
Nj.  f  '  ^2 

Nr 
'N 

(6.21) 

Definition of is identical for Eqs.(6.21) and (6.20), it is the distance between the m-th 

point source and n-th target point. 
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This matrix formulation for computing the ultrasonic field in a homogeneous fluid 

was first proposed by Placko and Kundu [4J. Advantage of this technique is not obvious 

for this simple case of homogeneous medium. However, for more complicated cases, this 

method is superior over finite element, finite difference or sommerfield integration 

methods. 

6.5 Restrictions on rs for Point Source Distribution 

The rule of thumb is that with larger number of point sources the time and 

accuracy of computation should increase. From Fig. 6.4 it is obvious that when the 

number of point sources to model the transducer surface increases, rs decreases. To find 

the optimum number of point sources required to produce reliable results, the following 

analysis is carried out. 

For a very small transducer of surface area dS vibrating with a velocity amplitude 

vq in the X3 direction the pressure at point x (at a distance r from the source at point y) can 

be computed using Eq. 6.3 mentioned earlier. With the use of Eq. 6.7, the velocity in the 

radial direction can be computed as. 
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1 dp 

ia^ dr 
V, = 

lop 

• iojpv^ Yj-r) exp(ikj-ry 

2n 
dS (6.22) 

xikf t- i )  
'xp{ik^r)dS 

In the same manner, the velocity in the xs direction 

1 dp 
V3 = 

icop dx^ 

1 dp dr 
^'3 = (6.23) 

ia)p dr cKj 

v S i k f T - l )  (  Y  X ,  - y ,  
^3 = :r-i— ̂ ww^rps — 

inr 

where X3 and >'3 are the Xj coordinate values of points x and y, respectively. 

If the point x is taken on the surface of sphere of radius r.s as shown in Fig.6.4 

then r = rs=X3-y3 and cc of Eq. (6.23) is simplified to 
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V ; ,  =  — ) d S  

V3 =v„(l- ikfvs  Xl + ikf ts  + d^]rl  ))~^ (6.24) 
itws 

Since V3 on the transducer surface is equal to vo, the right hand side of Eq.(6.24) 

should be equal to vq. This is possible if we take dS = and k^j-r^ «1. Therefore, dS 

should be the surfece area of a hemisphere of radius rs, and the second condition implies. 

-/t/r^ — 
i t f  

«1. 

z^rs «  

=> « 

24 

2K 

(6.25) 

Where A/is the wavelength in the fluid 

The a value of rs should satisfy the inequality (6.25), then the number of point 

sources N from the transducer surface area^ can be found from the relation. 

# = 
2wl 

(6.26) 
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CHAPTER 7 

NON-HOMOGENEOUS FLUID 

7.1 Non-Homogeneous Fluid in presence of Interface 

The ultrasonic signal generated by a transducer will go through reflection and 

transmission at the interlace when it hits a non-homogeneous fluid medium as shown in 

Fig. 7.1. In the figure, point C is located just behind the transducer surface for reasons 

explained earlier in Chapter 6 for the DPSM modeling. If we consider a point P between 

the transducer face and the interface, then the pressure field in Fluid 1, at point P, can be 

computed by adding the contributions of the direct incident ray (Ri) and reflected ray 

(R3). At the same time if we assume another point, Q located in Fluid 2, then the pressure 

at point Q in Fluid 2 can be obtained by adding the contributions of the transmitted ray 

only. We are interested in finding the acoustic pressure at point P in Fluid 1, and at point 

Q in Fluid 2. Pressure calculations for these points are carried out in this chapter. The 

acoustic wave speed and density of the two fluids in this case, are denoted by c/and pj for 

Fluid 1, and cji and pji for Fluid 2. 

7.2 Pressure Field Computation in Fluid 1 

Position vectors of points C, T and P are denoted by (Cx, Cy, C/), (Xj, Yr, Zr) and 

(X,Y,Z) respectively, as shown in the figure. To calculate the pressure at point P, we need 

to obtain the coordinates (Xr, Yj, Zj) of T on the interface, where the ray is reflected to 

reach point P. This can be done from the geometric considerations as follows; 
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Let us consider two vectors a (= CT) and b (= TP) as shown in Fig. 7.1 then, 

a = (x ,-c ,  )e, + (F, - C,)e„ + (zr  - CJe, 
- - - (7.1) 

b ^ { x - x r k + i y -  +  { z -  z j  ) e _ ^  ^  

Note that the magnitudes of vectors a and b are Rj and R3, respectively. 

s, = iXr - c,)^+(r, - C,)' + (Z, - c,f 
, (7.2) 

r ^ = i x -  x j . y  +  ( y  -  y . ,  f  + (Z - z,.)' jz 

C (Cx^ Cy, Cz) 

T(Xir,Yx,ZT) 

I 
p(x,y,z)  

Fluid 1 
Cf, Pf 

Fluid 2 
C£2 5 Pc 

Figure 7.1 Direct and reflected wave ray paths in a medium having a fluid-fluid interface 

a.  b  
Unit vectors  a = — ,b = — 

i?2 i?3 

Unit vector n normal to the interface is given by 
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n = 

n,  

. Note that for an inclined interface fi = \n^ 

n.  

From the problem geometry, one can write 

h x A = h x B  

n.A = -h.B 
(7.3) 

Let 

a.  h 
>,B = '  h  

«3, A. 

A = 

Substituting the unit vector expressions in the cross product relation (Eq.7.3) we get 

0 -«3 a,  0 -n^ nj  

n .  0 ^2 
» =  n.  0 h 

n, 0 a.  rui  n,  0 _ h.  

or 

0
 

1 o
 

a, 0
 

1 o
 

h o
 

o
 1 1 o

 

o
 

h 

1 
o
 

o
 

o
 0 0 0 h.  

or 

-«2 ' -h  

II 

h 
. 0 o

 

or 
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r 1 Yr-Y 

R, R,  
Xr-C,  X^-X 

^2 .  ^3 . 

And from the dot product relation of Eq. 7.3 we get 

h «3} 

a. 

L«3 

= -[«! «2 ^3} 

or 

a,  b.  

0 1} uj 

0
 

0
 1 11 

«3, h.  

or 

a,--h=> -

Solving the above equations, we get 

c,(z-zj-x(z,-c.) 
Xr =• 

Z-2Zj.+ c 

C,(Z-Z,)-F(Z,-CJ 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

Z-2Z,.-fC 

For this case, Cz=0 and for point P, Z is between 0 and Zf. hence, denominator 

never becomes zero. After obtaining X7 and Yr, the lengths R2 and R3 can be easily 

obtained from the equations given above, Eq.(7.2). R; then could be evaluated using the 

following formula. 

ri  =^^1 +(^2-yi f  + (^3-y^ f y  (7.7) 
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Pressure field at point P can be obtained from the following equation. 

uopf \ \ ,  rCxp( ik fR,)  iop jv , ,  .R.exp\ ik , {R,  +  R,) \  

PpW =  r  I  1  J  l / - ^ )  
2/T G /?, ZTT  ̂ ITJ + I?3 

In the above equation, the first integral corresponds to the wave path CP and the 

second integral corresponds to the wave path CTP. The second integral expression 

included the reflection coefficient R because the wave reaches point P after being 

reflected at the interface. The reflection coefficient R is the same coefficient derived 

earlier in Chapter 5 for fluid- fluid case. 

7.3 Pressure Field Computation in Fluid 2 

Point Q can only receive a ray from point C after it is transmitted at the interface 

at point T. Position vectors of points C, T and Q are denoted by (Cx, Cy, Cz), (X r, Y i , 

ZT) and (X,Y,Z), respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.2. To compute the pressure at point Q 

in Fluid 2, the contribution of only the transmitted ray needs to be considered. 
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Interface 

C (Cx, Cy, Cg)-

F Fluid 1 Fluid 2 

HCf ,Pf Cf2 = P£2 
_ _ •{ 

Figure 7.2 Transmitted wave ray paths in a medium having a fluid-fluid interface 

If we denote two vectors a and C where a = CT and c = TQ; then, 

A ^ ( X r -  QK + (I^r - " QK 

C = (X - XrK + (F - + (Z - ZrK 

The magnitudes of vectors A and c are R2 and R3, respectively, which can be obtained 

from the foUowing relation, 

1 
j t ,  -  {(xr -c,y+ (r,  -  c,) '  +(z,-c,) 'p 

e,  = ((x-x,y + (y-y,) '+(z-zrf} '  

-  a - r  Unit vectors a = ~,b = — 
ri i?3 

Unit vector h normal to the interface is given by 
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n = . Note that for an inclined interface n • 

w, 

From the problem geometry one can write 

hx A = sin0 

h.A = cos (9 

sin0. j« X cj = si 

h .C = cos0-,  

(7.9) 

Let 

«1 
= • Uj II 

•o 

C2 

r 

From equation (7.9) 

Z-Zr  
c, = cosOj -
' ^ r 

•3 

Zp - c, 
= cos0= ———^ 

m.'i 

(7.10) 

and 

h x C  —  

0 -»3 «2 Cj 0 -1 0 c, -C2 

0 ^2 . = -1 0 0 c2 — < Cj 

-«2 0 _ 3. 0 0 0 -^3. , 0 

1 2 • 1. r\ n X C j = Cj + Cj = sin Gj 

(7.11) 

or, 
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sin 62 -
(x-x,) '+(7 

similarly 

f i x  A  1 2 = a, +a^ = 
rl 

Since A,h,C are on the same plane 

n x a ^ c g  sin^ 

hy.C-eg sin^2 

where, is the unit vector normal to the plane containing A,n,C. 

From Eq.(7.14) one can write 

f i x  A  _  f i x  C  

sin0 sin 02 

n x  A  h x C  

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

or 

1 

c 

-«2 

0 

_ j_ 

0 

x - x r  
crj c2r3 

y -c If '^y y-yr 

cr^ 
0 0 

(7.16) 

Equation (7.16) must be satisfied. Hence, Xj and IV can be obtained by minimizing the 

folowittg error fimction 
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( x , .~c  x . - xV  
+ 

yr-c,  ^ y .-yV 
t  

crj cjrj ,  j  
(7.18) 

V ^^2 ^2 "^3 ^ 

E can be minimized by some optimization technique such as simplex algorithm. After 

obtaining Xt and Yt the pressure at point Q can be obtained from the following equation. 

where T is the transmission coefficient derived earlier in Chapter 5 for fluid- fluid 

case. 

7.4 Oblique Incidence 

If the transducer has some inclination relative to the interface such that it's central 

axis is not normal to the interface, as shown in Fig. 7.3, then the steps of the analysis 

described earlier must be modified. This modification applies to the problem geometry 

and not to the main basic steps. For the former case (normal incidence), it is clear from 

the problem geometry that Cz = 0 or constant for all point sources on the transducer 

surface, however this is not the ca.sc for inclined transducer. From the figure we can see 

that the transducer face is rotated about Y-axis. Therefore, the inclined incidence case can 

be modeled in the same manner with minor modifications done to its geometry. Point 

sources distributed on the face of the transducer have to rotate about Y-axis to model this 

case. 

(7.19) 
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Transducer 
rotation _ 

Fluid 2 
Cf2, P£2 Cf, Pt 

•4^ 

Figure 7.3 Transmitted and reflected wave ray path near a fluid-fluid interface, oblique 

incidence 

A 3-D Rotation matrix about Y-axis is introduced on the geometry subroutine to 

rotate the transducer face about Y-axis. The rotation angle is defined as alpha that could 

be any angle in the 3-D space. For our calculations the rotation matrix is defined 

as 

cos a 0 -sin a 

=  0 1 0  (7.20) 

sin a 0 cos a 
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CHAPTER 8 

FLUID - SOLID INTERFACE 

8.1 Ultrasonic Field in Presence of a Fluid-Solid Interface 

When a plane wave in a fluid is incident on a plane interface between the fluid 

and the solid as shown in Fig. 8.1 then the analysis becomes more complex. To satisfy 

the interface boundary conditions, the incident P-wave produces both transmitted P- and 

S- waves, and a reflected P - wave. The generation of S- waves from the incident P-

wave is called the mode conversion. This mode conversion makes computation of the 

ultrasonic field inside the solid medium difficult. For this reason, if we are interested in 

computing the ultrasonic field at a point inside the solid medium, we need to consider 

contributions of two rays. 

Interfac 

C (Cx, Cy, Cz 

¥ 

^ 
Figure 8.1 Ultrasonic transducer in front of a fluid-solid interface - transmitted P and S 

waves in the solid are shown. 
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8.2 Ultrasonic Field in the Solid Medium 

To compute the field inside the solid, we need to consider contributions of two 

rays, the P-wave and the S-wave, as shown in Fig. 8.2 

Interfac. 

Z« 

Fig. 8.2. Transducer immersed in a fluid in front of a fluid-solid interface. Two rays 

generating P and S waves in the solid can reach point Q in the solid as shown. 

In Fig.8.2 only the transmitted waves, traveling from point C on the transducer 

face to point Q in the solid medium, are shown. One ray travels along the path CTpQ, 

and the second ray path is CTsQ. As shown in the figure the ray traveling a distance Rip 

from C to Tp strikes the interface with an incident angle 0jp. It should generate one 

reflected P-wave ray and two transmitted rays corresponding to P and S waves in the 



solid. To keep the figure simple, only the transmitted P-wave ray is shown traveling a 

distance of Rip to point Q. Since the transmitted shear wave generated at point Tp has 

different transmission angle it cannot reach point Q for this incident angle, and is not 

shown. However, for another incident angle 0is, transmitted shear wave will reach point 

Q, as shown in the figure. For this incident angle the transmitted P-wave cannot reach 

point Q, and is not shown. If points C and Q are fixed then only two rays, as shown in 

the figure, can contribute to the ultrasonic field at point Q. It should be mentioned here 

that P and S wave path lengths in the solid are denoted by Rip and Ris, respectively; 

however, both Rip and Ris in the fluid medium represent P-wave path lengths. 

Subscripts P and S of Ri indicate what type of transmitted waves (P or S) in the solid 

reach point Q for the P-wave path in the flxiid. 

The mathematical steps to compute the ultrasonic field at point Q are described in 

this section. If we define four vectors ap , ag ,cp and Q where a,, = CTp, ag = CT.s, 

Cp = TpQ and Q = TsQ; then, 

= (^7P ~ Cjc + (fjy — Cj. + (Zjp — 

Ag = (-^Ts ~ Cjf )e^ + (Yjg — Cy }e2 + }e^ 
— - — — (8.1) 
Cp — {X — Xfp )6| + (F — Ypp )^2 + ~ Zjp 

Q=(X-X^M+(F-7^K+(Z-Z^K 

The magnitudes of vectors Ap , Ag , Cp and Q are Rip, Ris, Rip and R2S, respectively, 

as shown in Fig. 8.2. Therefore, 
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r^p — Cj )  +  {yjj> cy)  +  {zjf ,  )  

•^is ~ "\/i^ts ~  ̂  x ) + (^/s ~ + (•^75 — ) 

r, ,=^(x-x^f+(y-y,pr+(z-z^r 

r,s=^(x-x^f+(y-y^f+(z~zrsy 

YV A /V ^ 

Unit vectors Ap = •=-, X = -=^, Cp = -===^, and C, = -=^ 
' n ' U  P  I ?  iljp il,_5 Ajs 

Unit vector n normal to the interface is given by 

n •• . Note that for an inclined interface n • 

f?3 

(8.2) 

8.2.1 P-Wave ray Tracing Calculations 

To simplify the analysis the P-wave contribution are separated from the S-wave 

contribution. In this section only calculations pertaining to the P-wave are shown. A 

subscript 'V is used for P-wave calculations. Another subscript 'V' will be used in the 

next section to indicate that the equations pertain to the S-wave. For each point it gives 

two sets of equations, one set of equations is for P-waves and the second set is for S-

waves. 
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From the problem geometry shown IB Fig. 8.2 we can write 

By letting 

f i x  A ,  •• smO, ip 

h.Ap = cos^ip 

nxCr  
(8.3) 

= sin 0 2 P  

n.Cp =cos6. 2 P  

a ip 
a,  a. 2P c. 

- I P  

' 2 P  (8.4) 

a 3 P  ^  • • 3 P  

From Eqs.(8.1), (8.3) and (8.4) we can say. 

and 

Cjp =COS02P 
Z-Z. T P  

a^p =cosi9i 

rjp 

2rp-c, 
\p 

r ip 

(8.5) 

n x C p  =  D e t  
^2 ^3 
rij  «3 

Cjp ^?,p 

" 0 — n 
=> "3 0 

Hi 

A 2 
=:> h x C p  — 

«2 

0 -Mj  

0 

r 

^2P 
> = 

C3P 

0  - 1  0  

- 1  0  0  

0 0 0 

• c-^p + Cjp — sin 0-

-ip 

- 2 P  

-ip 

^2p 

cip 

0 

(8.6) 

2P 

or. 
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Similarly, 

sin 0. ip 
{ x - x „ f  +{Y -Y„ Y  

vl-^p 
(8.7) 

f i x  A r  • q]/,  + ci2p 
{xrp-cj+{y,, .-cyf 

r  
sin 0, ip 

ip 
(8.8) 

Since A p ,  n ,  C , ,  are located on the same plane 

h x a p  = gp sinftp 
/ / (8-9) 

hxCp - Cp sin6^,. 

where Cp is the unit vector normal to the plane containing A,,, h and Cp. 

From Eq.(8.9) and Snell's law one can write 

f i x  A p  f i x  C p  

sin 0JP sin 02P 

(8.10) 

f i x  A n  h x C p  => 1- =  ̂

op 

or. 
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— a 2p -2P 

a ip ^ip 
0 

C -zzll——— 
cfr^p 

Y„ - Cy 

cfr^ 

x X - X  tp 

cpr2p 
y-}\  tp 

cpr2p 

(8.11) 

X tp and Y tp are obtained from Eq.(8.11) by minimizing the following error fimction 

E = X j p  C y  X j p  X  
-f-

\ 
cfr^p cprzp J 

+ '•TP 

CfRyp 

• C y  y„ , - Y  

cpr2p j  

\2 

(8.12) 

e of Eq, (8.12) are minimized by some optimization technique such as simplex 

algorithm. In this case, a MatLab code called fmimearch fiinction is used for this 

purpose. After the function is minimized, Xtf and Ytp are obtained. Then all angles of 

incidence and transmission can be evaluated from Eqs.(8.2) and (8.5). 

8.2.2 S-Wave Ray tracing calculations 

Equation formulation for S-wave follows the same concept as for the P-wave. A 

subscript 'V is used here to indicate that these equations pertain to the S-wave. 

If we let. 
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ag ~ 

«is 
a 2s 
a 3S 

'IS 

'2S 

L^3S 

(8.13) 

h x a c  is 

n.Ag = cos 0,5 

«xC% = sm0. is 

h.Cc =msd. is 

(8.14) 

from Eqs. (8.1), (8.13) and (8.14) we construct the following relation, 

and 

or. 

^ Z - Z™ 
Cjs =C0S6'25 =• 

r-, 

a,s = cos^?,j,. -

2s 

z 7^ ^^7 

r  IS 

(8.16) 

h x C p  =  D e t  
"1 

_'̂ 1S c 

0 -«3 «2 

«3 0 - «  

-«2 «1 0 

-25 

«3 

'3S 

'IS 

'25 

'3S 

0 - 1 0  

- 1 0  0  

0 0 0 

•-IS cis 

^25 
> = < 

^IS 

C35 0 

(8.17) 

h X Cc 2 2 = c, ̂  + c. sin 0, 

sin ^25 = 
_ (x -x^y+( r - r^y  

rls 
(8.19) 
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Similarly, 

h x a c  -  a ^g + 025 — 
(xj^ cx) + (ire ^ i ) _„j^2 0 (8.20) 

Since Ag, h and Q are located on the same plane 

hx-Ag - Bg sin(9js 

hxCg = sin Bjg 
(8.21) 

where eg is the unit vector normal to the plane containing Ag, h and Cg . 

Using Snell's law and from Eq. (8.21) we can write 

h X Ag _ h X Cg 

sinfto sin<9,o 
. . (8.22) 

^  f i x  A g  f t X  C g  
^ ~~ ——————— 

Cf  Cg 

or. 
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1 
^2s 

1 
^2s 

1 1 
a,5 > RR •= ^is 

C/ 
0 

cg 
0 

^ts ^ V 
cfr^g 

its -cr 

C/i?j5 
0 

x-x .  TS 

cgris 
(8.23) 

Y - Y ,  TS 

0 

X ts and Y ts arc obtained from Eq.(8.23) by minimizing the following error function 

e = X .  ts 
cfr^s 

C ,  X .  
- + -

ts - X  

^s^2s j 
+ '75 -C 

cfr^g 

Y  - Y  Y ^ -'re ^ 

^s^2s j 
(8.24) 

Minimization of Eq.(8.24) are done in the same manner as Eq. (8.12) by some 

optimization technique such as simplex algorithm. The MatLab code fminsearch 

function is used in this case. 

After obtaining Xtp , Ytp,  Xts and Yrs all angles of incidence and transmission can 

be evaluated then from Eqs,(8.2), (8.5) for P-wave ray and (8.2) and (8.16) for the S-

wave ray. If the ultrasonic field in the fluid medium is expressed in terms of the fluid 

pressure, then, from Eq. (6.3) the pressure fields generated by the source point C (see 

Fig.8.2) at the interface points Tp and Ts can be written as. 



^  X  - i a )PfV,dS exp(/A,7?„.) 
p\^tp'>^tp'>^tp}~^ 

27r -^ip 

,, ^ V exp{/A;^ /?,,) 

2>T is 

where vo is the transducer surface velocity in the direction normal to the transducer face 

and dS is the elemental area of the point source at point C. 

The two pressure waves of Eq.(8.25) strike the fluid-solid inter&ce at angles 0ip 

and 0is. Transmission coefficients for P and S wave generation in the solid are derived in 

Chapter 5. After multiplying the pressure fields of Eq.(8.25) by appropriate transmission 

coefficients we get the P and S wave potentials in the solid at points Tp and Ts, 

respectively. To obtain P and S wave potentials at point Q we need to multiply the P and 

S wave potentials in the solid at points Tp and Ts by appropriate wave propagation terms, 

to mathematically represent the propagating P and S waves along the path lengths Rip 

and Rzs, see Eq. (8.2). Finally, from the wave potential terms the displacement 

components are obtained by taking derivatives of the potentials (see Eqs.3.10 and 3.22). 

After going through these steps the final expression of the displacement field in the solid 

will have the following form (See Reference 36 for the proof), 

94 

(8.25) 
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f X pf^o ®P f P/® 
n(x) = J ^ 

2}tpg cp g 
dS 

(8.26) 

dS 

Where tp and are unit vectors in the direction TpQ and normal to the 

direction TsQ, respectively. In other words, and are polarization unit vectors in 

the direction of the particle displacements for propagating P and S waves, respectively. 

Transmission coeflBcients Tp and Tg are obtained earlier in Chapter 5. Note that the 

integrands of Eqs. (8.26) and (7.19) have some similarities. 

8.3 Transdiicer Surfaee Incined to the Fluid-Seld Interface 

For the case, when the central axis of the transducer is not normal to the interface, 

or in other words the transducer has some inclination relative to the interface as shown in 

Fig. 8.3, then the problem geometry difiers from the normal incidence case; however, the 

only difference in this case is that for the problem geometry of Fig. 8.2, Cjr = 0 or 

constant for all point sources on the transducer surface but that is not the case for Fig. 8.3. 

Therefore, the inclined incidence case can be modeled in the same manner with minor 
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modifications in the formulation. These minor modifications are similar to the fluid-fluid 

interface case that was explained earlier in Chapter 7. The coordinates of the point 

sources on the transducer surface are to be multiplied by a rotation matrix. 

laterfat 

Transdacer 
rotation 

y Fluid 

1  C f ,  P i  Lp , CS,/7S 

1 Zo 7ji 

Figure 8.3 Transducer surface is not parallel to the fluid-solid interface. 
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CHAPTER 9 

COMPUTER CODES AND SOME CHECKS 

9.1 General 

A number of MatLab computer codes were developed to model the ultrasonic 

fields generated by the ultrasonic transducers of finite dimension. The transducers are 

immersed in a fluid. The author developed different codes for different cases considered 

here. These programs are based on DPSM technique for modeling ultrasonic transducer 

as mentioned earlier in preceding chapters. MatLab environment is used for writing 

different codes. MatLab is used for numerical computation because of MatLab's ability 

to work with wide range of variables such as scalars, vectors, matrix, strings and cell 

arrays. In addition, MatLab is very powerful program for plotting 2-D and 3-D graphs for 

large data set such as our ca.se [37,38]. To appreciate MatLab's ability in plotting arrays 

consider one of the cases we modeled where we used 1000 source points for transducer 

fece and 700 points on the Z-axis with 700 points on the X-axis for the field in fi*ont of 

the transducer in each fluid medium. This means 1000x700x700x2 or 9.8 x 10^ values 

were used for one plot only. Keep in mind that we plot up to ten graphs in some cases, 

therefore computer speed is crucial for this type of calculations. 

The main program has two or three subroutines depending on the case considered. 

One subroutine (geom) gives the geometry' of the transducer (circular for this case); 

however, it can be easily changed to different transducer shapes. GeomRot is similar 

subroutine to geom but with the additional ability to rotate the transducer in the 3-D 



space, in this case it rotates about the Y-axis by any angle. Other types of subroutine are 

those created to calculate the wave pressures in front of the transducer. These types of 

subroutine are called Field since they pertain to the field in front of the transducer. There 

are different Field subroutines for dilTerent fields assumed. Other subroutine programs 

are written either to minimize a function or to double-check the accuracy of the main 

program. These small subroutines are named fun 12 where the Arabic numeral is used for 

labeling these small subroutines. Different MatLab codes are given in Appendix A. 

Four main programs are developed in this investigation Fluid 1, Fluid 2, Solid 1 

and Solid 2. The structures of these different codes are such that, for every case the main 

program calls geom subroutine for modeling the transducer (by DPSM technique). It also 

calls Field subroutine, in which the pressure field at specific point (X, Y, Z) is computed 

for a single point source on the transducer face. Then in the main program contributions 

of all point sources are added to obtain the total field. When a second medium is present 

the optimization routine fun 12 is used to obtain the intersection point between the fluid 

interface and the ray traveling from a given source location (Cx, %, Cz) to the final 

destination point (X, Y, Z). Once this point is found, the main program calls the 

appropriate Field subroutine to compute the pressure field at specific point (X, Y, Z) in 

the second medium. Contributions of all point sources are added in the main program to 

obtain the total field in Medium 2. After both fields are calculated, the main program 

plots the result in 2-D or 3-D plots as specified. 
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9.2 Computer Codes 

In this section we will go over some output or results of different computer codes 

written for this study for the purpose of checking the codes. Detail results and 

comparison are presented in the following chapter. 

9.2.1 Fluid 1 

This program has been developed to consider a transducer in a single fluid 

medium extended to infinity. The program can find pressure along z-axis of the 

transducer as well as in the xz-plane that is perpendicular to the transducer face. 

9.2.1.1 Check 

A well-known phenomenon in the field of ultrasound is that the ratio of 

transducer diameter to wavelength X determines the spread of the interference zone (near 

field region) and the number of maxima and minima. The position of the last pressure 

maximum along the transducer axis depends on the transducer diameter (/>) and the wave 

length (1) in the following manner [39] 

n2 _ ;j2 
Z = ̂ ~±- (9.1) 

u 

In most practical cases the diameter is much larger than the wavelength and we 

can simplify the above relation as 

ly 
Z ^  —  ̂ N  ( 9 . 2 )  

41 
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The field beyond the last maximum is called the far field and the one between the 

transducer and the last maximum is the near field. N therefore is called the near field 

length, and is an important characteristic of the ultrasonic beam generated by transducer 

of finite dimension [40,41]. 

Program Flu id 1  calculates the pressure field in front of a transducer immersed in 

an infinite homogenous fluid. Two runs are made to check this program where the 

frequency as well as the transducer diameter are changed. In the first run D was taken as 

2.6 mm, and 2.2 MHz frequency was assumed, while for the second run a transducer 

having D = 6 mm with 5 MHz frequency was considered. Both transducers were assumed 

to be immersed in water. Fig. 9.1 shows the results of the first run, while Fig. 9.2 shows 

the same for the second run. Using Eq. (9.2) the near field lengths can be calculated for 

both cases (knowing the P-wave speed in water, = \A9kmls ' )  

Cf 1.49 1, = —= —-- - 0.68 
f 2.2 

' 41, 4x0.68 

and for the second run we found. 

Cf 1.49 i  =-^  =  — = 0 .298  
/ 5 

4^2 4x0.298 
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From Figs. 9.1 and 9.2 one can see that the near field lengths are correctly 

predicted by the program. These figures show only the pressure amplitudes along the Z-

axis, which is the central axis of the transducer. The total pressure fields in front of the 

transducers are shown in Fig. 9.3a-b, where part (a) pertains to case one which is smaller 

transducer with lower frequency and part (b) shows the field for Case 2, which is bigger 

transducer with higher frequency. 

Acoustic pressure along Z axis 

5.5 

Location of last maximum at 2.3mm 

4.5 

cd 

« 3.5 

2.5 

9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Z axis (mm) 

Figure 9.1 Ultrasonic pressure along the axis of a transducer 

having D = 2.6mm, /= 2.2 MHz 
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Acoustic pressure along Z 
30 

25 

20 

Location of last maximum at 
15 

10 

5 

0 
35 45 25 30 

Z axis (mm) 
0 

Figure 9.2 Ultrasonic pressure along the axis of a transducer 

havingD = 6.0mm, /= 5MHz 

PRESSURE IN XBZ {DSAE IAXOZI JFLAIIB (a.=499 SOIREES) 

XAXIS 

(a) m 
Figure 9.3 Pressure fields in front of the transducer-(a) D = 2.6 mm,f= 2.2 MHz (b) D ̂ 

6 mm, f- 2.2 MHz 



Note that in Figs. 9.1-9.3 the scales are different. In one case the pressure field is 

plotted up to 10 mm while for the other case it is plotted up to 50 mm in the Z-direction. 

It should be also noted that the field is more collimated in Fig. 9.3b than that in Fig. 9.3a. 

This is due to the fact that both frequency and transducer diameter are higher for Fig. 

9.3b. 

9.2.2 Fluid 2 

This program computes the pressure field in front of a circular planar transducer 

for the inhomogeneous fluid with an interface. It studies the eflFect of the presence of one 

fluid on the second one. This code finds the pressure in medium one as well as in medium 

two along Z-axis and in the xz plane. 

9.2.2.1 Pressure Field Check 

To check the accuracy of this program, a special set up was assumed where both 

media are set to have the same material properties. In other words, Medium 2 and 

Medium 1 are treated as two different materials with an interface but having same 

material properties. By doing so, we could see if the calculation for the second fluid is 

done correctly because in this case the one fluid solution should be identical to the two 

fluid solution. For this case, the medium is chosen to be pure water with 

Pf =lgmfcm^ and Cf -1.49kmjs. A transducer having a diameter of 2.4 mm with 1 

MHz frequency is considered. The 10 mm long field in front of the transducer is 
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calculated. The output of Fluid 2 is compared with the output of Fluid 1 for the same 

material properties and field length. 

Acoustic pressure in XoZ1 plane (n = 50 sources) "F" 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 9.4 Pressure contour generated by Fluid 1 program. 
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Acoustic pressure in both fluid (n = 50 sources) "F" 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 9.5 Pressure contour generated by Fluid 2 program. Two identical 

fluids having an interface at Z = 5 mm 

Fig. 9.4 shows the contour plot for the pressure field generated by Fluid 1 which 

calculates the pressure field in a homogenous fluid with no interface, while Fig. 9.5 

shows the contour plot of the pressure field calculated by Fluid 2 where two mediums are 

considered with the interface at Z = 5 mm. As expected the two contour plots in Figures 
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9.4 and 9.5 come out to be identical. This is an indirect check of the reliability of both 

computer programs Fluid I and Fluid 2. 

9.2.2.2 Rotation Check 

Transducer rotation is done though GeomRot subroutine. To check this 

subroutine, a fluid-fluid case with 30-degree incidence angle was analyzed. Fluid 1 was 

water with pj- ^Igmjcm^ mxdi Cf=lA9kmjs, while Fluid 2 is an imaginary fluid 

having Pf = 1.5 gmfcm^ and = Ikmjs .  Result of this run was compared with Snell's 

law, which states that, 

sing^ _ sin ^2 

'"/I ^ f i  

where 9y and 9^ are incidence and transmission angles, respectively. 

Fig. 9.6 shows pressure contours for both fluids. From the pressure contour plot of Fig. 

9.6, the transmission angle was found to be, 

1 89 
tan£?, = -- = 0.91 

' 2 
e, = 42.3" 

Note that the horizontal and vertical scales of Fig. 9.6 are not the same. 

From SneE's law we get, 

C  0  
sin#, = -xsinSO" =0.67114 

^ ' 1.49 
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or 

G, = 42.2 

Therefore, the code satisfies Snell's law. 

Acoustic pressure in both fluid (n = 50 sources) "F 

SiMin J; 

X 

- 8 - 6 - 4  
X axis (mm) 

Figure 9.6 Pressure contour shows incidence and transmission 

angles for fluid- fluid case 

9.2.3 Solid 1 

This code is written to calculate the ultrasound reflection by a solid half space. 

Since most NDE experiments are carried out on solid specimens with transducer 
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immersed in the fluid it is important to study the pressure fields in the fluid in presence of 

a solid half space. 

9.2.3.1 Reflection Angle Check 

Reflection of ultrasound by a solid half space is shown in Fig. 9.7 for the purpose 

of checking the code. The incident angle for this case was set at 27.2 degree. The angle of 

incidence must be equal to the angle of reflection to satisfy Snell's law. Calculation of 

the reflection angle from the graph came out to be 27.4 degree, which shows that Snell's 

law is satisfied in this case also. 
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Acoustic pressure io XoZ plane (n == 100 sources) /S* 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 9.7 Pressure contour shows ultrasound reflection by 

a solid half space 

9.2.4 Solid 2 

Displacement field in the solid medium are obtained by this computer code. P-

wave and S-waves are traced by this code in order to find the displacement caused by 

such waves. This program takes considerable computational time since it deals with both 

P- and S-waves generated in the solid and optimization routines are needed to obtain the 

point of strike at the interface corresponding to a source point on the transducer and 

observation point in the solid medium. 
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CHAPTER 10 

MJMEMCAL RESULTS 

Numerical results generated by MatLab programs are presented in this chapter for 

three different cases: homogeneous fluid, nonhomogeneous fluid and fluid-solid media. 

All results are produced for circular planar transducers immersed in water. The 

transducer shape does not change; however, it's diameter as well as the number of point 

sources considered to model it may change from one set of results to another to optimize 

the accuracy and computational time. Transducer frequency changes in the range from 1 

to 5 MHz. 

Different media are considered in various examples. Four types of fluid medium 

and three types of solid medium are considered. Material properties of these fluid and 

solid media arc listed in Table 10.1. Fluid media yield results quicker than the solid 

media. Due to the generation of P- and S-waves in the solid, the calculations involving 

the solid are more time consuming. Transducers are always assumed to be immersed in 

water, which is Medium 1. 

This study generated many plots and graphs, however only the ones that describe 

the main findings are presented here. All dimensions in the plots and graphs are given in 

millimeters. Scales of these graphs are not necessarily the same in the horizontal and 

vertical directions. 
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Table 10.1 Material properties of fluids and solids considered in this research 

P-wave speed 
(km/s) 

S wave speed 
(km/s) 

Density 
(g/cm^) 

Acoustic 
Impedance 
(10^ g/m's) 

Fluid 1 
(water) 

1.49 — 1.0 1.49 

Fluid A 
2 — 1.5 3.0 

Fluid B 
3.25 — 1.8 5.85 

Solid A 
0.93 0.001 1.6 1.48 

Steel 
7.39 3.25 7.8 57.64 

Copper 
4.66 2.26 8.93 41.61 

Aluminum 
6.5 3.13 2.8 20.34 

10.1 Homogeneous fluid (water) 

A circular transducer having a diameter D = 2.7 mm and generating 2.2 MHz 

ultrasonic signal is immersed in water. The transducer face is aligned with the xy plane 

such that the transducer axis coincides with the z-axis (x = 0, j = 0). This simple case is 

considered first and multiple graphs arc shown for this case. Fig. 10.1 shows the variation 

of the pressure field along the Z-axis in front of the transducer face. There are some 

peaks and dips near the transducer face as shown in the figure. These dips and peaks are 

the result of constructive and destructive interferences between the fields generated by 

different point sources on the transducer face. In this run, the transducer was modeled 
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using 100-point sources. Fig. 10.1 also clearly shows that the ultrasonic field decays as 

the distance from the transducer increases, which is expected. 

Acoustic pressure along Z axis 

4.5 

3.5 

2.5 

0.9 

Z axis (mm) 

Figure 10.1 Ultrasonic pressure variation along the Z-axis 

Contour diagram of the pressure field variation in the fluid at the x-z plane in 

front of the transducer face is shown in Fig. 10.2. The highest pressure is shown in red 

color, while the blue color represents the lowest pressure in the figure. This transducer is 

relatively small in size, as a result the radiated beam is less collimated compared to 
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bigger transducers. This is clearly shown in the figure as the contour lines take shape of 

letter "V" going further apart as we move away from the source. 

pressiffe in X-Z plane 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.2 Pressure variation in a single medium for 

transducer having D = 2.7 mm, f = 2.2 MHz 

Pressure variation in the x-y plane can be seen in Fig. 10.3 where we can see the 

pressure intensifies in the middle. Highest pressure point (red in color) is located in the 

center. This 3-D plot is constructed at a distant of 3 mm away from the transducer face. 
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Acoustic pressure in X-Y plane 
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Figure 10.3 Pressure variation in the xy plane in front of the transducer 

Figures 10.4 and 10.5 show the pressure along the z-axis and the contour plot of 

the pressure variation in the x-z plane, respectively for a transducer having a diameter of 

6 mm. This transducer is chosen to have more than four times the area of the first one to 

see the effect of the transducer size on the generated field. As expected the field 

generated by the bigger transducer is more coUimated than the field generated by the 

smaller transducer as can be seen in figures 10.2 and 10.5. Both transducers generate 

ultrasonic signals with same frequency (2.2 MHz); however, one can clearly see that the 

number of peaks and dips are more for the bigger transducer. This is due to the fact that. 
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the ratio of transducer diameter to wavelength 1 determines the number of maxima and 

minima. 

Acoustic pressure along Z axis 

Z axis (mm) 

Figure 10.4 Ultrasonic pressure variation along Z-axis for the transducer having 6 mm 

diameter and 2.2 MHz frequency. 
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pressure in X-Z plane 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.5 Pressure contour in a single medium for the transducer 

of 6 mm diameter and 2.2 MHz frequency 

10.2 Nonhomogeneous Fluid 

Numerical results shown here are generated by the computer program 

Fluid 2 which considers an interface between two fluid media. 
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10.2.1 Normal incidence 

The pressure field generated by a circular transducer placed parallel to the 

interface of two fluids is shown here. The transducer frequency is set at 1 MHz and its 

diameter is 2.7 mm. The distance between the transducer face and the interface between 

two fluids is 5 mm. The transducer is immersed in Fluid 1 (P-wave speed = 1.49 km/s, 

density = 1 gm/cc). The P-wave speed and density of Fluid 2 are 2 km/s and 1.5 gm/cc, 

respectively. Note that Fluid 2 is Fluid A of Table 10.1 for this calculation. 

Acoustic pressure in XoZl plane (n = 50 sources) "F" 

X axis mm. 

Figure 10.6 Pressure field calculated in Fluid 1 in front of 2.7 mm diameter transducer, 

interface at Z = 5 mm. 
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The pressure field computed in the first fluid is shown in Fig. 10.6 while the 

pressure field computed in the second fluid is shown in Fig. 10.7. One thing noticed from 

these two figures is that the pressure in Fluid 2 is much smoother than that in Fluid 1. 

This is because the pressure field in Fluid 1 is a superposition of the incident and 

reflected fields while the pressure field in Fluid 2 is generated by the transmitted field 

only. 

Acoustic pressure inXoZ2 plane (n= 50 sources) T" 

X axis mm 

Figure 10.7 Pressure field calculated in Fluid 2 in front of 2.7 mm diameter transducer, 

interface at Z = 5 mm. 
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The pressure variations in the xz plane for both fluids are shown as a contour plot 

in Fig. 10.8. Fluid 2 program has the capability of combining the pressure in the two 

fluids which is shown in Fig. 10.8. Note that the contour lines are continuous across the 

interface, and the interface pressure is matched nicely in this contour plot. 

Acoustic pressure in both fluid (n = 50 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.8 Pressure variations in the x^-plane for nonhomogeneous fluid 

in front of 2.7 mm diameter transducer, interface at Z = 5 mm. 
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Acoustic pressure along Z-axis (n = 50 sources) "F" 

Z axis (mm) 

Figure 10.9 Pressure variation along the z-axis for Fluid 1 and Fluid 2, 

interface at Z = 5 mm. 

Pressure along the z-axis for this case is plotted in Fig. 10.9. Notice that the 

pressure decays with distance Z. Monotonic decay of the pressure in Fluid 2 and 

oscillation in Fluid 1 should be noted here. The oscillations in the acoustic pressure in 

Fluid 1 are due to constructive and destructive interferences between two rays - the direct 

incident ray and the ray reflected from the iiiterfece. 
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10.2.2 Oblique Incidence 

Pressure variations in the two fluids for an inclined transducer are shown and 

discussed here. Two cases are considered: for the first case Fluids 1 and A form the 

nonhomogeneous fluid medium while for the second case the nonhomogeneous medium 

is composed of Fluids 1 and B; see Table 10.1 for material properties. Fluids A and B 

have different acoustic impedance and are expected to behave differently. The rotation 

angle is set at 30° for both cases. The transducer size is 2.7 mm, the signal ifrequency is 

2.2 MHz. 

Since the acoustic impedance is higher for Fluid B it is expected that the reflected 

energy will be higher when Fluid 2 is Fluid B. From Snell's it is also expected that the 

transmission angle wiU be greater for Fluid B. Both these are observed in this study. For 

easier comparison between these two cases the pressure fields in Fluid 1 and Fluid 2 are 

plotted side by side for Fluid 1- Fluid A and Fluid 1- Fluid B combinations. Fig. 10.10 

shows the pressure in Medium 1 for case 1 (Fluid 2 = Fluid A) and Fig. lO.l 1 shows the 

pressure in Medium 1 for case 2 (Fluid 2 = Fluid B). Fig. 10.12 shows Medium 2 

pressure variation for case-1 while Fig. 10.13 shows the pressure in Medium 2 for case-2. 
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Acoustic pressure inXoZl pla-'ic (•.= 50 sources) "P 

-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 
X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.10 Contour plot of pressure field variation in the first medium for 
case-1 (Fluid 2 = Fluid A) incident angle is 30 degree. 

Acoustic pressure inXoZl plane Cn= 100 sources) "F" 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.11 Contour plot of pressure field variation in the first medium for 
case-2(Fluid 2 = Fluid B) incident angle is 30 degree. 
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By comparing Figs. 10.10 and 10.11, we can see that there is more reflected 

energy for Case-2. The acoustic oscillation that occurs in the first medium because of the 

interface presence is stronger for case-2 (Fig. 10.11). This is because the reflected energy 

is greater for this case. 

Figs. 10.12 and 10.13 show the pressure in Medium 2 for case-1 (Fluid 2 = Fluid 

A) and case-2 (Fluid 2 = Fluid B), respectively. In both figures, the horizontal scale is 

different from the vertical scale; as a result, the transmitted ultrasound beam angles 

appear to be smaEer than actual. Comparing the two figures it is observed that Fig. 10.13 

has a greater transmission angle in comparison to Fig. 10.12. This result is expected as 

Medium 2 has a higher wave speed for case-2 than case-1. 

From comparison of these two figures we can also see that the energy transmitted 

in the second medium travels almost double the distance for case-1 than case-2 because 

more energy is transmitted in case-1. 



Acoustic pressHie inXoZ2 plase (n= 50 sources) 'F' 

1 

HiA 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.12 Contour plot of pressure field variation in 
the second medium for case-1 (Fluid 2 = Fluid A) 

Acoustic pressure inXoZ2 plane (n= 100 sources)  T" 

// Ml 

- 1 6  - 1 4  - 1 2  - 1 0 - 8 - 6 - 4  

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.13 Contour plot of pressure field variation in the 
second medium for case-2(Fluid 2 = Fluid B) 
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Contour plots of Figs. 10.10 and 10.12 are combined and shown as a surface plot 

in Fig. 10.14. The vertical axis represents the pressure in this 3-D plot. In this figure, the 

transducer face is at the bottom of the graph close to zero on the x-axis. The interface 

exists at Z - 5 mm. Oscillation in Fluid 1 and smooth decay in pressure in Fluid 2 can be 

clearly observed in this figure. 

Acoustic pressure in both fluid (n = 50 soirees) *P 

Figure 10.14 Surface plot of pressure field variation for both media, 

case-1 (Fluid 2 = Fluid A) incident angle is 30 degree. 
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The large impedance laaismatch between Fluid 1 and Fluid B (case-2) can be seen 

from another angle by looking at the combined contour plots of Figs. 10.11 and 10.13 

into a surface plot, which is shown in Fig. 10.15. Vertical axis in Fig. 10.15 represents the 

pressure. The interface is at Z = 5 mm. 

From this figure, we can see that most of the energy is reflected and only a little 

part of it is transmitted into Medium 2. A comparison of Figs. 10.14 and 10.15 clearly 

shows the effects of impedance mismatch on the reflected and transmitted energy. 

Acoustic pressure in both fluid (n = 100 sources) "F" 

Figure 10.15 Surface plot of pressure field variation in both media, 

case-2 (Fluid 2 = Fluid B) incident angle is 30 degree. 
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10.3 Fluid-Solid 

10.3.1 Normal Incidence 

For the normal-incidence fluid-solid problem, two solids were considered. These 

are steel and copper. Material properties of steel and copper are listed in Table 10.1. 

Displacement fields in the solid are shown for both materials. The 12 mm diameter 

transducer in this case is assumed to generate ultrasonic signal with 1 MHz frequency. 

The transducer is immersed in water 5 mm away from the solid-fluid interface. 

dispfe (n = 100 sources) ,"S" 
9.5 
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8.5 
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6.5 
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5.5 \\ 

-40 -30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40 0 
X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.16 Vertical displacement fields in steel half space generated by 12 mm 

diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal frequency 
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Figure 10.17 Horizontal displacement fields in steel half space generated by 12 mm 
diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal frequency 

£ U 9 It (n B 0 * s f ) ,"S " 

•40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 SO 40 
Xasis 

Figure 10.18 Total displacement fields in steel half space (Z > 5 ram) and pressure field 
in fluid (Z < 5) generated by 12 mm diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal frequency. 

Note that the fluid-solid interface is located at Z = 5 mm. 
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Figure 10.18 shows the total displacement field inside the solid and pressure field 

inside the fluid for the case when the solid is steel. The top half of the figure (Z > 5 mm) 

shows total displacement field in the solid while the bottom half shows the pressure in the 

water. Since the value of the pressure at an interface point in the fluid and the 

displacement value at the same interface point in the solid are not same, the contours are 

not continuous across the interface. A solid line at the interface position (Z = 5 mm) was 

left intentionally in the plot to clearly show the interface position. This figure shows the 

spread of ultrasound beam in fluid and solid. 
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Figure 10.19 Vertical displacement fields in copper half space generated by 12 mm 

diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal frequency 
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Figure 10.20 Horizontal displacement fields in copper half space generated by 12 

mm diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal frequency 
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Figure 10.21 Total displacement fields in copper half space (Z > 5 mm) and pressure field 

in fluid (Z < 5) generated by 12 mm diameter transducer for 1 MHz signal fi*equency. 

Note that the fluid-solid interface is located at Z = 5 mm. 

Fig. 10.21 is similar to Fig. 10.18 only difference is in one case the solid half 

space is steel and in the other case it is copper. 

103.2 Oblique Incidence 

10.3.2.1 Size effect 

To see the effect of transducer diameter on the ultrasonic field in front of an 

aliiminiim specimen, three transducers having three different diameters were considered. 

Pressure fields generated by transducers of diameters of 2.7, 4 and 6 mm are shown in 

Figs. 10.22, 10.23 and 10.24, respectively. The distance of the solid from the transducer 



and the frequency of the ultrasonic beam are set at 10 mm and 5 MHz, respectively. A1 

three figures clearly show the reflected ultrasound in front of the solid half space, 

however there is some difference in these figures. In Fig. 10.22 the reflected beam is 

strong at the interface but fades away slowly as it goes further, while in Fig. 10.23 the 

beam is well rounded and stays strong all the way. In the third figure (Fig. 10.24) the 

reflected beam has some null or weak zone in the middle of the beam This happens due 

to the fact that the reflecting interface is in the near field of the bigger transducer. It 

clearly demonstrates that bigger transducer and closer interface do not necessarily 

produce stronger reflected beam. The right combination of transducer size, frequency and 

distance from the reflecting surface is needed for NDE application, and it shows the 

importance of our investigation prior to the laboratory or field tests. From Fig. 10.23 we 

can see that the reflected beam is well coUimated and propagates a long distance for 4 

mm diameter transducer. This strong reflection of beam is a key element in the 

investigation of defects and flaws in the NDE testing since it registers strong energy at 

the receiver. 

Pressure variations along the interface for the two bigger (4 mm and 6 mm 

diameter) transducers are shown in Figs. 10.25 and 10.26 where the weak spots can be 

clearly seen. Three peaks appear in Fig. 10.26 with two valleys in between representing 

strong and weak zones. Looking closely in Fig. 10.24 one can see three small red dots 

along the interface. These dots correspond to the three summits, while in Fig. 10.23 only 

one big red dot can be seen near the interface. Therefore, only one summit in figure 10.25 

is observed. 



Acoustic pressure ir p!s- 5 (n= 1CD sources) ,"S" 
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Figure 10.22 Reflected pressure fields in front of the transducer 
having D = 2.6 mm, f -  5 MHz. 

Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = 1M sources) ."S" 

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
Xaxis 

Figure 10.23 Reflected pressure fields in front of the transducer 
having D = 4 mm, /= 5 MHz. 
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Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = 499 sources) ,"S" 

X a)iis 

Figure 10.24 Reflected pressure fields in front of the transducer 
having D = 6 mm, /- 5 MHz. 

Acoustic pressure along interface (n = 199 sources), tilt angle = pi/5.98, 
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Figure 10.25 Pressure variation at the fluid-solid interface, D = 4 mm,/= 5 MHz. 
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Figure 10.26 Pressure variation at the fluid-solid interface, D = 6 mm, /= 5 MHz. 

10.3.2.2 Effect of incident angle 

To see the cflect of the incident angle on the reflected ultrasound beam, four cases 

are considered here with four different angles. The four angles are 10, 13, 27 and 30 

degrees and are denoted as cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The solid considered in this 

case is aluminum, the transducer diameter is 2.7 mm and the signal frequency is 5 MHz. 

The fluid-solid interface is located at Z = 10 mm which is beyond the near field region. 



Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n= 100 sources) 
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Figure 10.27 Incident and reflected pressure fields in the fluid in front of the 
transducer for 10 degree incident angle. 

Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n= 100 sources) ,"S" 

X axis 
-16 -14 -12 -10 

Figure 10.28 Incident and reflected pressure fields in the fluid in front of the 
transducer for 13 degree incident angle. 
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Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = 100 sources) ,*S' 

Xaxis 

Figure 10.29 Incident and reflected pressure fields in the fluid in front of the 
transducer for 27 degree incident angle. 

Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = 100 sources) ."S" 
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Figure 10.30 Incident and reflected pressure fields in the fluid in front of the 
transducer for 30 degree incident angle. 
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The effect of the angle can be clearly seen from Figs. 10.27 and 10.30 where we 

could see that more energy is reflected by the interface for the third and fourth cases that 

correspond to 27 and 30 degree incident angles, respectively. For small angles of 

incidence (10 and 13 degrees) less energy is reflected and therefore, more energy is 

transmitted into the second medium. There is hardly any noticeable difference between 

Figs. 10.29 and 10.30 but there is a significant difference between Figs. 10.27 and 10.28 

although the difference in incident angles is 3 degree in both cases. 

To explain this observation we examine the plane wave reflection cocflicient for 

the aluminum half space immersed in water. It is shown in Fig. 10.31. In Fig. 10.31 it is 

observed that the reflection coefficient is higher for 30 degree incident angle than 10 

degree angle. Note that the reflection coefficient is very sensitive to the angle change 

near 13 degree but not near 30 degree. However, it should be noted here that the 

computation presented here is for bounded beams and analytical results of 10.31 is for 

plane waves of infinite width. 

0.6 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SCI 915 

c' ,13 agrees) 
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103.23 Effect of different solid media 

To demonstrate the effect of the medium on the reflected ultrasonic waves in this 

investigation, two solid media were considered. The first medium was chosen to have a 

high impedance (aluminum in this case), while the second reflecting medium was chosen 

to be solid A (see Table 10.1) for its low impedance value. For this case, 30-degree 

incident angle was assumed and a transducer having 2.7 mm diameter with 5 MHz signal 

frequency was chosen. The distance from the interface to the transducer face was set at 

10-mm. Figs. 10.32 and 10.33 show the pressure variation in Fluid 1. Note that the 

reflected beam almost vanishes when the reflector is solid A because its acoustic 

impedance is very close to that of water. 

Acoustic pressire in XoZ plane (n = 100 sources) /S" 

-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 

X axis (mm) 

Figure 10.32 Incident and reflected pressure beams For case-1 
(Aluminum reflector) angle of incidence is 30 degree. 
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Figure 10.33 Incident and reflected pressure beams for case-2 
(Solid A reflector) angle of incidence is 30 degree. 

If we examine Fig. 10.32 closely, we see that, the incident ultrasonic beam from 

the transducer is yellow in most regions and it turns red close to the interface, while in 

Fig. 10.32 almost the entire beam is in red color. It does not mean that the field is 

stronger for the second case. This is due to the fact that for the first case the reflecting 

medium has high impedance therefore, near the interface the strong reflected ultrasound 

and incident ultrasound generate a strong field through constructive interference. Relative 

to this strong field near the interface the incident beam looks weak. In the second case 

however, the reflected beam is weak so the incident beam remains almost equally strong 

for most of the beam length. Therefore, the red color in Fig. 10.32 represents higher 

pressure than the red color in Fig. 10.33. 
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CHAPTER 11 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

lU Sninmary 

Pressure and displacement variations generated by ultrasonic transducers in a 

homogeneous fluid medium as well as non-homogeneous fluid-fluid and fluid-solid 

media have been computed by the Distributed Point Source Method (DPSM). In the 

DPSM technique, the transducer surface is discretized into a number of point sources 

distributed over the transducer face. The field at a point is computed by superimposing 

the field generated by aU point sources. Unlike the finite element method, here 

discretization of the entire space is not necessary; hence, this technique is 

computationally faster. 

In this study the DPSM technique is extended to model the ultrasonic transducer 

in the 3-D space for non-homogeneous media. This extension considered the effect of an 

interface between two fluids, the presence of a solid medium, and an inclined transducer 

orientation. Computer codes were developed by the author to model the ultrasonic fields 

generated by the ultrasonic transducers of finite dimension in non-homogeneous fluid-

fluid and fluid-solid media. These codes calculate the pressure and displacement fields 

generated by circular ultrasonic transducers of diiferent sizes and frequency values. The 

transducer is assumed to be immersed in pure water in all cases because that is the most 

common occurrence for ultrasonic NDE applications. 
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MatLab environment was used for writing different codes. MatLab was used for 

numerical computation because of MatLab's ability to work with wide range of variables 

such as scalars, vectors, matrix, strings and cell arrays. In addition MatLab is very 

powerful program for plotting 2-D and 3-D plots for large data sets such as in this case. 

Numerical results have been presented to show pressure distribution along the Z-

axis, in the XZ-plane and XY-plane for both homogeneous and non-homogeneous fluids 

and some of these results are compared with the analytically predicted results. The 

analytical and numerical results compaired well. 

11.2 Conclusions and Future Work 

The reflected beam strength for an incident acoustic beam of Imite width was 

found to depend strongly on the transducer size, incident angle, and impedance 

mismatch. In this study the analysis in presence of a solid medium was carried out 

without any defect; however, in NDE applications most of the time we are looking for 

flaws and defects in the material. This issue needs to be addressed in future investigations 

to evaluate the effect of small cracks or defects on the field generated by the ultrasonic 

transducers. After extending this work to solids containing cracks and other internal 

defects, one will be able to theoretically model the scattering of ultrasonic waves by 

internal defects in solids. This will be a powerful tool for the NDE community to detect 

internal anomalies in materials. 
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The present codes can be used to optimize the transducer dimensions and 

orientation for efficiently generating reflected and transmitted ultrasonic beam in a non-

homogeneous medium. 
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APPENDIX A 
Program List 

Solid 1 
% solidl 

% This code is developed by NASSER ALNUAIMI, University of Arizona 
% The Code find the pressure in medium 1 for fluid-solid case, 
Q. 
"O 

% CI is Cf, C2 is Cp and C3 is Cs in this code, also this true for the 
% subs that this code calls. 
% 

%This program Calls subroutines "geom" and "fieldsl" or "GeomRot" for 
% transducer rotation 

% Constants definition 

f=l; % Excitation frequency (MHz) 
Z0=30; % Distance of the interface from the transducer face in mm 

rhol=l; 
rho2==8 .93; 
cl=1.4 9; 
c2=4.66; 
c3=2.26; 

% Density of the fluid (gm/cc) 
Density of the Solid (gm/cc) 
P~wave speed in the fluid (km/s) 
P-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 
S-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

lambda=cl/f; 
Iambda2=c2/f; 
k=2*pi*f/cl; 
k2=2*pi*f/c2; 
k3=2*pi*f/c3; 
ksq=k*k; 
k2sq=k2*k2; 
k2sq=k3*k3; 

Wavelenght in medium 1 
Wavelength in the second fluid 
P-Wave number in medium 1 
P-Wave number in the solid 
S-Wave number in the solid 

I 
% Geometry of the problem: function geom calling. 

%geom 
rosolidl 

% Input point for plotting in medium 1 or medium 2 

FluidPlot=input( 'Plot Fluid 1 or 2 (enter '  '  1'  '  for Fluid 1, or '  '  2'  '  
for fluid 2)?•, '  s ')  
if FluidPlot== '2'  
FluidPlot=2 
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else 
FluidPlot=l 
end 

Q, — — — t> ~ 
% Calculation of the speed and pressure 
% Assumption: the speed is uniform at the surface of the transducer, 
% and the displacement (along Z) has a magnitude of DELTAZ {0.1 mm) 
O O 

DELTAZ=le-l 
VELOCITY=DELTAZ * 2 *pi * f 
VELOCITY=VELOCITY*ones(n,1); 

G, — O — 
% Meshing for a calculation on Z axis 
O. 

if FluidPlot == 1 
Z=1.5*r:0.1*lambda:ZO; 
else 

Z=ZO:0.1*Z0:2*Z0; %Since field in fluid 2 does not have 
many oscillations only few points are 
plotted 

end 

% Calculate on Z axis z => x=0 and y=0 

y0=0; 
x0=0; 

pressz=zeros(size(Z)); 

for indice=l:n; 

Sind=eval([ 'S' num2str(indice)]); 
Cxind=Sind(:, 1) ;  
Cyind=Sind[ :  , 2 )  ;  

Czind=Sind(:, 3) ;  
[P]=fieldsl(Cxind,Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice),ds,xO,yO,Z); 
pressz=pressz+P; 
end 

% Calculate on interface ==> x=XI ,  y=0 and Z=ZO 

xx=-100;1:+100; 
yy=0; 
Zz=ZO; 
presszz=zeros(size(xx)); 
for indice=l:n; 
Sind=eval([ 'S' num2str(indice)]) ;  
Cxind=Sind{:,!); 
Cyind=Sind(:, 2); 
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Czind=Sinci {:,  3) ;  
[P]= fieldsl (Cxind,Cyind, Czind,VELOCITY(indice),ds,xx,yy,Zz) ;  
presszz=presszz+P; 
end 

% Meshing for a calculation in XoZ plane: 

%[XyO,Zy0]=meshgrid(-4*Lx:Lx/20:+4*Lx,1.5*Lz:0,2*larabda:ZO); 
% [XyO, ZyO] =meshgrid{-6*Lx; Lx/20; +2*Lx, 1. 5*Lz: 0 .  2*lanibda: ZO) ;  
[XyO,ZyO]=meshgrid(-42:.5:+42,1.5*Lz:0.2:ZO); 
% Calculate on plane y=0 
y0=0; 
pressyO=zeros(size(XyO)); 
for indice=l:n; 
Sind=eval{['S' num2str(indice)]); 
Cxind=Sind(:,1); 
Cyind=Sind(:,2); 
Czind=Sind(:,3); 
[P]= fieldsl (Cxind, Cyind, Czind,VELOCITY(indice),ds,XyO,yO,ZyO); 
pressyO=pressyO+P; 
end 

% Meshing for points close to the interface 
wave calculation in XoZ plane: 

[XyL,ZyL]=me3hgrid(-40;.5;+40,.85*Z0:0.2:Z0); 

% Calculate on plane y=0 
yL=0 ;  
pressyL=zeros(size(XyL)); 
for indice=l:n; 
Sind=eval([ 'S' num2str(indice)]); 
Cxind=Sind(:,1); 
Cyind=Sind(:,2); 
Czind=Sirid (: ,  3) ;  
[Pp]= fieldsl (Cxind,Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice),ds,XyL,yL, ZyL); 
pressyL=pressyL+Pp; 
end 

% Results plotting 

figure(3) 
clf 
[dhx,dhyj=gradient(abs(pressyO)); 
quiver(XyO,ZyO,dhx,dhy); 
t itle( 'Pressure gradient in XoZ plane ,"S"') 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 
hold on 
pressyOabs=abs(pressyO); 
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contour(XyO,ZyO,abs(pressyO),105); 

hold off 

figure(104) 
clf 
[dhx,dhy]=gradient(abs{[presy0;presy02])); 
quiver([Xy0;Xy02], [Zy0;Zy02],dhx,dhy) 
title( 'Pressure gradient in XoZ plane') 
xlabel{'X axis') 
YlabelCZ axis') 
hold on 
contour{[Xy0;Xy02], [ZyO;Zy02],abs([presy0;presy02]), 100) 
hold off 

figure{4) 
clf 
contour(XyO,ZyO, abs(pressyO),105); 
title([ 'Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = ' ,  nura2str(n), '  sources) 

) 
xlabel{'X axis') 
Ylabel{'Z axis') 

figure(40) 
clf 
contour(XyL,ZyL, abs(pressyL),105); 
title([ 'Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = num2str(n), '  sources) 
,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(5) 
clf 
surfc(XyO,ZyO,abs(pressyO)); 
title( 'Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane ,"S"*) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(6) 
clf 
%surfc(XzO,YzO, abs(presszO)); 
presszOabs=abs(presszO); 
xzO=XzO 
yzO=YzO 
save dataxyl xzO yzO presszOabs 
title([ 'Acoustic pressure in XoY plane (n = num2str(n), '  sources) 
,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Y axis') 
%%else 
%%end 
figure(8) 
clf 
fluidz=abs(pressz); 
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plot(Z,fluidz); 
title{['Acoustic pressure along Z axis (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources), 
"S"']) 
xlabel{'Z axis *) 
Ylabel( 'Pressure') 

figure(9) 
clf 
fluidzz=abs(presszz); 
plot(xx,fluidzz) 
title{['Acoustic pressure along interface (n = num2str(n), '  
sources), ']) 
xlabel( 'Interface') 
Ylabel( 'Pressure V) 

Fields1 
function [press]=fieldsl(centrex,centrey,centrez,v,ds,X,Y,Z) 
%Code developed by Nasser Alnuaimi, University of Arizona 
%This program will calculate pressure in fluid 1 in present of a second 
% medium solid. 

% This is a pressure not Potential calculation 

Cx=centrex*ones{size(X)); 
Cy=centrey*ones(size(Y)); 
Cz=centrez*ones(size(Z)); 

% Definition of the constants 

f=l; 
Z0=30; 
ram 
rhol=l; 
rho2=8.93; 
cl=1.49; 
c2=4.66; 
c3=2.26; 
lambda=cl/f; 
Iainbda2=c2/f; 
omega=2*pi*f; 
kl=omega/cl; 
k2=omega/c2; 
k3=omega/c3; 
klsq=kl*kl; 
k2sq=k2*k2; 
k3sq=k3*k3; 

% Excitation frequency (MHz) 
% Distance of the interface from the transducer face in 

% Density of the fluid (gm/cc) 
% Density of the Solid (gm/cc) 
% P-wave speed in the fluid (km/s) 
% P-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 
% S-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

% Wavelenght in medium 1 
% Wavelength in the second fluid 

% P-Wave number in medium 1 
% P-Wave number in the solid 
% S-Wave number in the solid 
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% Calculation of the distance between the source and the 
observation point 
a •6~"~ """ ~ 

Rl={ (X-Cx) .-"2+(Y-Cy) . '^2+{Z-Cz) . '>2} . '^0 .  5; 
% Compute the coordinates XT, YT and ZT of point T on the interface 
from which the 
% ray will be reflected to reach point P (X, Y, Z) or transmitted to 
reach point Q(X,Y,Z); 
[m, nsizeZ]=size(Z); 
ZT=ZO*ones(size(Z)); 

DEN=Z-2.*ZT+Cz; 
XT=(Cx.*(Z-ZT)-(ZT-Cz).*X)./DEN; 
YT=(Cy.*(Z-ZT}-(ZT-Cz).*Y)./DEN; 

R2={ (XT-Cx) . '^2+(YT-Cy) . '^2+(ZT-Cz) .-^2) .-^0.5; 
R3=( (X-XT) .-^2+{Y-YT) . ' '2+{Z-ZT) .-^2) . '"O.S; 

%**Start of Solid Calculation *********************** 
% Calculate the cosine of the angle of incidence [cos{Theta)] at the 
interface 
costheta=(ZT-Cz)./R2; 
costhetsq=costheta.*costheta; 
sintheta= (1-costhetsq) 

% Calculate the reflection coefficients, incident angle Theta 
kay=k;l. *sintheta; 
kaysq=kay.*kay; 
etaf=(klsq-kaysq) . '"0.5; 
etas= (k2sq-kaysq) . '^0.5; 
peta= {k3sq-kaysq) . '^0.5; 
etasf=etas./etaf; 
RS1= ( (2 .  0*kaysq./k2sq)-1. 0) . ' '2; 
RS2= ( (4 .  0*kaysq. *etas .  *peta) .  / (k3) .  "^4) ;  
R= {(RSl+RS2)-(etasf))./((RS1+RS2)+(etasf)); 
% Calculate the pressure field due to one source 
press=-i*f*rhol*v*ds.*(exp{i*kl.*R1)./Rl+R.*exp(i*kl.* 
(R2+R3))./(R2+R3)); % Contributions of direct & reflected rays 

Solid 2 
% solid2 

% This code is developed by NASSER ALNUAIMI, University of Arizona, 2004 
% 
% This program will calculate the displacement in medium 2 for fluid-
% solid case, 
% This is heavy calculation program; try to work with the least number 
% of point sources possible for faster running time. 
% CI is Cf, C2 is Cp and C3 is Cs in this code, also this true for the 
% subs that this code calls. . 
q. O 
%This program Calls subroutines "geom" and '"fields2" 
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Q. O 

% Defenition 
N 

for the constants 
"O 

f=l; O "6 Excitation frequency {MHz) 
Z0=30; % Distance of the interface from the 

face in ram 
rhol=l; % Density of the fluid (gm/cc) 
rho2=8.93; % Density of the Solid (gm/cc) 
cl=1.49; Q. O P-wave speed in the fluid (km/s) 
c2=4.66; % P-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 
c3=2.26; 9. S-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

lambda=cl/f ;  % Wavelength in medium 1 
Iainbda2=c2 /  f;  Q. 0 Wavelength in the second fluid 
omega=2*pi*f; 
k;l=omega/cl; % P-Wave number in medium 1 
k2=omega/c2; % P-Wave number in the solid 
k3=omega/c3; % S-Wave number in the solid 
klsq=kl*kl; 
k2sq=k2*k2; 
k3sq=k3*k3; 

% Geometry of the problem: function geom calling. 

%geom 
geomrotationll 

O O 
% Calculation of the speed and pressure 
% Assumption: the speed is uniform at the surface of the transducer, 
% and the displacement {along Z) has a magnitude of DELTAZ (0.1 mm) 

DELTAZ=le-l 
VEL0CITY=DELTAZ*2*pi*f 
VELOCITY=VELOCITY*ones(n,1); 

% Meshing for a calculation in XoZ plane: 

%[Xy02,Zy02]=meshgrid(-2 *Lx:Lx/5;2 *Lx,1.01*Z0:.8 * lambda:2 *Z0); 
%[Xy02,Zy02]=meshgrid{-Lx:Lx/l:Lx,1.01*Z0:10*lambda:2*Z0); 
[Xy02,Zy02]=meshgrid(-4 *Lx:Lx/10:4 *Lx,1.01*Z0:.8*lambda:2*Z0); 

% Calculate on plane y=0 
y02=.01; 

displx=zeros(size(Xy02)) ;  
disply=zeros(size(Xy02) ) ;  
displz=zeros(size(Xy02)) ;  
for indice=l:n; 

Sind=eval([* S * nuro2str(indice)]); 
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Cxind-Sind(:,1); 
Cyind=Sind(;,2); 
Czind=Sind(:,3); 

[ux,uy,uz]=fields2{Cxind, Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice),ds,Xy02,y02, Zy02) 

displx=displx+[ux]; 
disply=disply+[uy]; 
displz=displz+[uz]; 
indice 
n 
end 
ddx=displx.*displx; 
ddy=disply.*disply; 
ddz=displz.*displz; 
displt= sqrt(ddx+ddy+ddz); 
displxz=sqrt(ddx+ddz) ;  

% Results plotting 
g, "O ~ 

figure(24) 
clf 
contour(Xy02,Zy02,displx,105); 
t itle([ 'displx (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel(*X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(241) 
clf 
contour(Xy02,Zy02,disply,105); 
t itle ( [ '  disply (n = ' ,  num2str (ii) ,  '  sources) ,  "S" '  ] ) 
xlabel{'X axis') 
Ylabel ( 'Z axis') 

figure(242) 
clf 
contour(Xy02,Zy02,displz,105); 
t itle([ 'displz (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(243) 
clf 
contour(Xy02,Zy02,displt,105); 
t itle ( [ 'displt (n = *, nuia2str(n), '  sources) ,  "S" '  ] ) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel ( 'Z axis') 

figure(244) 
clf 
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contour(Xy02,Zy02,displxz, 105); 
title([ 'displxz (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel(* Z axis') 

figure(14) 
clf 
surfc(Xy02,Zy02, displx); 
title([ 'displx (n = num2str(n), '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(141) 
clf 
surfc(Xy02,Zy02, disply); 
t itle ([ 'disply (n = ' ,  num2str (ri) ,  '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(142) 
clf 
surfc(Xy02,Zy02, displz); 
title{['displz (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources) ,  "S" '  ] ) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(143) 
clf 
surfc(Xy02,Zy02,displt); 
t itle([ 'dlsplt (n = ' ,  num2str(n), '  sources) ,"S"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

figure(144) 
clf 
surfc(Xy02, Zy02,displxz); 
title([ 'displxz (n = ' ,  iium2str(n), '  sources) ,"S" '  ]) 
xlabel( 'X axis') 
Ylabel( 'Z axis') 

save Runang9d22 XyQ2 Zy02 displt displz displx n 
save multisolid22rll Xy02 Zy02 displx disply displz f R2 n 

Field S2 
function fux,uy,uz]=fields2(centrex,centrey,centrez,v,ds,X,Y,Z) 
% This code is developed by NASSER ALNUAIMI, University of Arizona, 2004 
Q. " O  
% This function to calculate the displacement in medium 2 for fluid-
% solid case, 
% This is heavy calculation program; try to work with the least number 
% of point sources possible for faster running time. 
% CI is Cf, C2 is Cp and C3 is Cs in this code, also this true for the 
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% subs that this code calls. 
Q. •o 
% This code calls the subs "funs2p" and "funs2s" for finding Xt and Yt 
O 

Cx=centrex*ones(size(X)); 
Cy=centrey*ones(size(Z)); % addition for XT&YT calculation 
Cz=centrez*ones(size(Z)); 

% Definition of the constants 
Q. O 

f=l; 
Z0=30; 
mm 
rhol=l; 
rho2=8.93; 
cl=1.4 9; 
c2=4.66; 
c3=2.26; 
lambda=cl/f; 
Iaitibda2=c2/f; 
omega=2*pi*f; 
kl=omega/cl; 
k2=omega/c2; 
k3=omega/c3; 
klsq=kl*kl; 
k2sq=k2*k2; 
k3sq=k3*k3; 
Q. -5 — 

% Calculation of the distance between the source and the 
% observation points 
Q. O — — ~ 

[m,d]=size(Z); 
ZT=ZO*ones(size (Z)) ;  
Y=Y*ones(size(Z)) ;  
ZO=ZO*ones(size(Z)) ;  

%## PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 
% Finding XTp, Ytp 
% Calling function subroutine 
%## PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 

for a=l:m 
for b=l:d 

XTpO{a,b) = 0.5*{X{a,b)+Cx(a,b)); 
YTpO(a,b) = 0.5*(Y(a,b)+Cy(a,b)); 

% Excitation frequency (MHz) 
% Distance of the interface from the transducer face in 

% Density of the fluid (gm/cc) 
% Density of the Solid (gm/cc) 
% P-wave speed in the fluid (km/s) 
% P-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 
% S-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

% Wavelength in medium 1 
% Wavelength in the second fluid 

% P-Wave number in medium 1 
% P-Wave number in the solid 
% S-Wave number in the solid 
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[x,fval]= 
frainsearch{'funs2p',[XTpO(a,b),YTpO{a,b)],[],ZT(a,b),Cx(a,b),Cy(a,b),Cz 
{a,b),X(a,b),y(a,b), Z(a,b) ,  cl,  c2); 

XTp(a,b}=x{l) ;  
YTp{a,b)=x(2); 

% ## sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
% Finding XTs, Yts 
% Calling function subroutine 
% ## sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

XTsO(a,b) = 0.5*{X(a,b)+Cx{a,b)); 
YTsO(a,b) = 0.5*(Y{a,b)+Cy{a,b)); 

[x,fval]= 
fminsearch('funs2s',  [XTsO{a,b),YTsO{a,b)],[],ZT(a,b),Cx(a,b),Cy(a,b),Cz 
(a,b),X(a,b),Y(a,b),Z(a,b),cl,c3); 

XTs (a,b)=x{l); 
YTs(a,b)=x(2); 

end 
end 
Rlp={ (XTp-Cx) . '^2+{YTp-Cy) . '^2+(ZT-Cz) .^2) .-^0.5; 
R2p={ (X-XTp) . '•2+(Y-YTp) . '^2+(Z-ZT) . '^2) ."0.5; 
Rls=( (XTs-Cx) . '^2+(YTs-Cy) . '^2+(ZT-Cz) . ^ 2 )  . ^ 0 . 5 ;  

R2s=( (X-XTs) .•^2+{Y-YTs) . ' '2+(Z-ZT) .^2} .^0.5; 

% Calculation transmission Tp coefficients, 
% Incident angle Thetap 
coslp=(ZT-Cz)./Rip; 
coslpsq=coslp.*coslp; 
sinlp={l-coslpsq) . '^0.5; 

kayp=kl.*sinlp; 
kaypsq=kayp.*kayp; 
etafp= (klsq-kaypsq) . '^0.5; 
etasp=(k2sq-kaypsq) .•^0.5; 
petasp= (k3sq-kaypsq) . '^0.5; 
3ecl=((2*kaypsq./k3sq)-1); 
Tpl=-2.*secl./(omega * omega.* rho1); 
rho21=rho2/rhol; 
etasf=etasp./etafp; 
sec2=4 .  *kaypsq. *etasp. *petasp. /k3. ' '4; 
Tp2=rho21.*(seel.*secl+sec2)+etasf; 
Tp= Tpl./Tp2; 

% Calculation transmission Ts coefficients, 
% Incident angle Thetas 
cosls=(ZT-Cz)./Rls; 
coslssq=cosls.*cosls; 
sin 1 s = (1 -cos 1 ssq) . '^0.5; 
kays=kl.*sinls; 
kayssq=kays.*kays; 
etafs= (klsq-kayssq) . '"0.5; 
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etass=(k2sq-kayssq).^0.5; 
petass=(k3sq-kayssq) 
doml=-4,*kays.*etass; 
dom2=rhol.*omega*omega.*k3sq; 
Tsl=doml./dom2; 
rho21=rho2/rhol; 
etasf=etass./etafs; 
noml=((2.*kayssq./k3sq)-1); 
k34=k3sq*k3sq; 
nom2=4.*kayssq.*etass.*petass./k34; 
Ts2=rho21.*(noml.*noml+nom2)+{etass./etafs); 
Ts= Tsl./Ts2; 

%**Beginning of Solid Calculations *********************** 

c2cl=c2/cl; 
cos2p=(Z-ZT)./R2p; 
cos2psq=cos2p.*cos2p; 
coslpcos2psq=coslpsq./cos2psq; 
sin2p=(l-cos2psq).^0.5; 

ull=Tp.*(exp(i*kl.*Rlp+i*k2.*R2p)); 
jll={Rlp+c2cl.*R2p) 
j  12= (Rlp+c2cl. *coslpcos2psq. *R2p) .  .  5; 
ul=ull./(jll .*jl2); 

% Second term 
c3cl=c3/cl; 
cos2s=(Z-ZT)./R2s; 
cos2ssq=cos2s.*cos2s; 
coslscos2ssq=coslssq./cos2ssq; 
sin2s= {l-cos2ssq) . ' '0.5; 

ul2=Ts.*(exp(i*kl.*Rls+i*k3.*R2s)); 
j21=(Rls+c3cl.*R2s) . '".5; 
j22= (Rls+c3cl. *coslscos2ssq. *R2s) .  .  5; 
u2=ul2 .  /  (j 21. * j  22) ;  

rhol2=rhol/(2*rho2*(pi)); 

%—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D 
% Beginning of 3D vectors calculation 3D 
%--3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D—3D 

% P-Wave Part 
yox=(X-XTp)./R2p; 
yoy={Y-YTp)./R2p; 
yo2=(Z-ZT)./R2p; 

% S-Wave Part, 
al=(X-XTs)./R2s; 
a2=(Y-YTs)./R2s; 
a3=(Z-ZT)./R2s; 
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alsq=al .*al ;  
a2sq=a2.*a2 ;  
a3sq=a3-*a3;  
mqam=sqrt{alsq+a2sq+a3sq);  

acl={XTs-Cx). /Rls ;  
ac2={YTs-Cy). /Rls ;  
ac3=(ZT-Cz). /Rls ;  

Bl={acl .*(a2sq+a3sq)-al .*a2.*ac2-al .*a3.*ac3) . /mqam; 
B2=(-al .*a2.*acl+ac2.*(alsq+a3sq)-a2.*a3.*ac3) . /mqam; 
B3={-al .*a3.*acl-a2.*a3.*ac2+ac3.*(alsq+a2sq)) . /mqam; 
Blsq=Bl.*B1;  
B2sq=B2.*B2;  
B3sq=B3.*B3;  
Q=sqrt(Blsq+B2sq+B3sq);  

b l=Bl. /Q;  
b2=B2./Q;  
b3=B3./Q;  

uxpl=-rhol2*v*ds.*yox.*(ul . /c2) ;  
uypl=-rhol2*v*ds.*yoy.*(ul . /c2)  ;  
uzpl=-rhol2*v*ds.*yoz.*(ul . /c2) ;  
uxp=(uxpl)  
uyp=(uypl)  
uzp=(uzpl)  

uxsl=-rhol2*v*ds.*bl .*(u2. /c3) ;  
uysl=-rhol2*v*ds.*b2.*(u2. /c3) ;  
uzsl=-rhol2*v"*ds.  *b3.  *  {u2 .  /c3)  ;  
uxs=(uxsl)  
uys=(uysl)  
uzs=(uzsl)  

uxx=(uxp+uxs);  
uyy=(uyp+uys);  
uzz=(uzp+uzs) ;  

ux=abs(uxx);  
uy=abs(uyy);  
uz=abs(uzz) ;  

Pans2p 
funct ion f=funs2p(x,ZT,Cx,Cy,Cz,X,y,Z,cl ,c2)  
Q, O 
% This  funct ion computes  the error  value for  P-Wave in  
% the  sol id  case.  
% Code developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi,  Universi ty  of  Arizona 
% Point  C(Cx,  Cy,  Cz)  i s  on the t ransducer  face and point  Xtp and Ytp 
% a re  point  a t  interface between the f luid and the sol id .  
% 
% This  funct ion wil l  keep running unt i l  minimum value sat isf ies  the 
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% re la t ion is  found.  I t  wil l  give an error  "warning error"  when 
% d ividing by zero 
Q. 'O 
Q.Q,OQ.O.Q.O,^Q.Q.Q,OQ.Q.Q,AAQ,Q,Q.Q.Q.Q.Q,Q.Q.OQ.Q.AQ,Q.Q.Q,00,^Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q,^O.AQ,Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.OQ.Q,Q.G.Q,Q.Q,G,Q^ 15'O"5 '5 '6 '0 'O'6 'O'O'do'6?B^'5 'O'O'O'O'O'O'5 'O'O^'O'O^'O'O'00O'O^^'O'O'O'OOOOOOOOOOO'OOOOO-6O^OO'OOOOOOOOO 

%X(1) i s  Xts  for  this  case 
%X(2) i s  Yts  for  this  case 

XTpCx=x{l)-Cx;  
XTpX=x(l)-X;  
yTpCy=x(2)-Cy;  
YTpY=x(2)-Y;  
ZTpCz=ZT-Cz;  % for  R2 calculat ions 
ZTpZ=ZT-Z;  % for  R3 calculat ions 
XTpCxSq=XTpCx.*XTpCx;  
XTpXSq=XTpX.*XTpX; 
YTpCySq=YTpCy.*YTpCy;  
YTpYSq=YTpY .*YTpY; 
ZTpCzSq=ZTpCz.*ZTpCz;  
ZTpZSq=ZTpZ.*ZTpZ; 
c lRpl=cl*sgrt(XTpCxSq+YTpCySg+ZTpCzSq);  
c2Rp2=c2*sqrt(XTpXSq+YTpYSq+ZTpZSq);  
terml=(XTpCx./clRpl)+(XTpX./c2Rp2);  
term2=(YTpCy./clRpl)+(YTpY./c2Rp2);  
f  ={terni l*tenal)+ ( tenn2*term2) ;  

Fllixs2s 
funct ion f=funs2s(x,ZT,Cx,Cy,Cz,X,Y,Z,cl ,c3)  
Q, O 
% This  funct ion computes  the error  value for  S-Wave in  
% the  sol id  case 
% Code developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi,  Universi ty  of  Arizona 
O O O O 0,0.0 Q, Q- Q. Q. o Q.O O O Q.O O 0,0,0 ^Q.Q.CI.Q,Q.Q.Q.G.Q.Q.Q.G,G,&O.^Q.Q.Q. 0.0,0.0.0.0.0,0,^0,0,0,^ • O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O O ' O ' O ' O O O ' O ' O ' O ' 6 ' O ' O O ' O ' O O O ' O O O ' O O O O O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O O ' O ' O ' O ' O O O  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
%X(1) i s  xts  for  this  case 
%X{2) i s  Yts  for  this  case 

XTsCx=x(l)-Cx;  
XTsX=x(l)-X;  
yTsCy=x(2)-Cy; 
YTsY=x{2)-Y; 
ZTsCz=ZT-Cz;  
ZTsZ==ZT-Z;  
XTsCxSq=XTsCx.*XTsCx;  
XTsXSq=XTsX.*XTsX; 
YTsCySq^YTfsCy.  *YTsCy;  
YTsYSq-YTsY.*YTsY; 
ZTsCzSq=ZTsCz.*ZTsCz;  
ZTsZSq=ZTsZ.*ZTsZ;  
c lRsl=cl*sqrt(XTsCxSq+YTsCySq+ZTsCzSq);  
c3Rs2=c3*sqrt(XTsXSq+YTsYSq+ZTsZSq);  
tennl={XTsCx./clRsl)+(XTsX./c3Rs2);  
term2={YTsCy./clRsl)+(YTsY./c3Rs2);  
f  =( terml*terml)+ ( ter i t i2*term2) ;  
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Fluid 2 
% Fluid 2 

% This  program has been developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi to  f ind pressure 
% in  both f luids ,  
Q. "D 
% The interface between f luid 1  and f luid 2 i s  paral le l  to  the 
% t ransducer  face.  I t  can compute pressure along z-axis  in  f luid 1  as  
% wel l  as  in  f luid 2.  The pressure can be computed on the xy plane 
% which % i s  paral le l  to  the t ransducer  face)  as  wel l  as  on the xz 
% p lane (which i s  perpendicular  to  the t ransducer  face)  for  both 
% mediums.  

% Input  dimensions are  mm ( for  length) ,  MHz ( for  f requency) ,  gm/cc or  
% mg/cu-ram (for  densi ty)  

% Constants  def ini t ion 

f=l ;  % Exci ta t ion frequency (MHz) 
Z0=20;  % Dis tance of  the  interface from the t ransducer  face in  mm 

rho=l;  % Densi ty  of  f luid 1  (gm/cc)  
rho2=1.5;  % Densi ty  of  the second f luid 
cl=1.49;  % P-wave speed in  f luid 1  in km/s 
c2=2;  % P-wave speed in  the second f luid (km/s)  

la inbdal=c/f ;  % Wavelength in  medium 1  
Iainbda2=c2/f ;  % Wavelength in  the second f luid 
kl=2*pi*f /c ;  % Wave number in  medium 1  
k2=2*pi*f/c2;  % Wave number in  the second f luid 

% 

% Geometry of  the t ransducer  
% Cal l ing geom 

geom 
G. _ __ "o"""**— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — _ 
% Calculat ion of  the speed and pressure 
% Assumption:  the  speed i s  uniform at  the surface of  the t ransducer ,  
% and the displacement  (a long Z) has  a  magnitude of  DELTAZ (0 .1  mm) 

DELTAZ-le-1 
VELOCITY=DELTAZ *  2 *pi  *  f  
VELOCITY=VELOCITY*ones(n,1) ;  

% 

% For  a  calculat ion on Zl  axis  

Zl=l .5•*r :  0 .  1*lambda 1  :Z0;  
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% Calculate  on Z1 axis  z  => x=0 and y=0 (Medium 1)  
y0=0;  
x0=0;  
presszl=zeros(s ize(Zl)) ;  
for  indice=l :n  
Sind=eval(["S '  num2str( indice)]) ;  
Cxind=Sind(: ,1) ;  
Cyind=Sind(: ,2) ;  
Czind=Sind(: ,3) ;  

% Cal l ing subrout ine f ie ld  
[P]=fieldf2(Cxind,Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice) ,ds ,xO,yO,Zl) ;  
presszl=presszl+P;  
end 

% 

% For  a  calculat ion on Z2 axis  

% Calculate  on Z axis  z  => x=0 and y=0 (Medium 2)  
Z2=Z0:0.1*Z0:2*Z0;  %Since f ie ld  in  f luid 2 does not  have many 

losci l la t ions only few points  are  plot ted 
y0=0;  
x0=0;  
pressz2=zeros(s ize(Z2))  ;  
for  indice=l :n  
Sind=eval([ 'S '  num2str( indice)]) ;  
Cxind=Sind(: ,1) ;  
Cyind=Sind(: ,2) ;  
Czind=Sind(: ,3) ;  

% Cal l ing subrout ine f ie ld  
[P]= f ie ldf2 (Cxind,Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice) ,ds ,xO,yO,Z2);  
pressz2=pressz2+P,•  
end 

% Meshing for  a  calculat ion in  XoZ plane;  (Medium 1)  
G, 

[XyOl,ZyOl]=meshgrid(-4*Lx:Lx/10:+4 *Lx,1.5*Lz;0.2*lambda;ZO);  
% Calculate  on plane y=0 
y01=G; 
pressyOl•=z€iros  (s ize  (XyOl)  )  ;  
for  indice=l :n  
Sind=eval  ( [ '  S '  nuir i2str  ( indice)  ]  )  ;  

Cxind=Sind(: ,1) ;  
Cyind=Sind(; ,2) ;  
Czind=Sind(: ,3) ;  
% Cal l ing subrout ine f ie ld  
[P]= f ie ldf2(Cxind,  Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice) ,ds ,XyO1,yO1,ZyO1);  
pressy01=pressy01+P;  
end 
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% Meshing for  a  calculat ion in  XoZ plane:  (Medium 2)  

[Xy02,Zy02]=meshgrid(-4*Lx:Lx/10:4*Lx,Z0:0. l*lainbda:2*Z0);  
y02=0;  
pressy02=zeros(s ize(Xy02)) ;  
for  indice=l :n  
Sind=eval([ 'S '  num2str( indice)]) ;  

Cxind=Sind(; ,1) ;  
Cyind=Sind(: ,2) ;  
Czind=Sind(: ,3) ;  

% Cal l ing subrout ine f ie ld  
[P]= f ie ldf2(Cxind,Cyind,Czind,VELOCITY(indice) ,ds ,Xy02,y02,Zy02);  
pressy02=pressy02+P;  

Medium=2 %To show runing progress  
%Run= { 'Medium=2 . . . .  Run of ,  indice 'out  of 'n)  

indice 
n 
end 

% Resul ts  p lot t ing 
Q, —. —— O 

f igure(3)  
clf 
[dhx,dhy]=gradient(abs(pressyO))  ;  
quiver(XyOl,  ZyOl,dhx,dhy)  
t i t le( 'Pressure gradient  in  XoZ plane "F " ' )  
xlabel( 'X axis '}  
Ylabel( 'Z axis ' )  
hold on 
pressyOabs=abs(pressyO);  
contour(XyOl,ZyOl,abs(pressyO),105)  
xyO=XyO 
zyO=ZyO 
hold off  

f igure(4)  
c l f  
contour(XyOl,ZyOl,abs(pressyOl) ,105)  
t i t le([ 'Acoust ic  pressure in  XoZl plane (n = ' ,  nuxn2str(n) ,  '  sources)  
sspis  S J  )  

x label( 'X axis ' )  
Ylabel( 'Z axis ' )  

f igure(5)  
c l f  
contour(Xy02,Zy02,abs(pressy02) ,105)  
t i t le([ 'Acoust ic  pressure in  XoZ2 plane (n = ' ,  num2str(n) ,  '  sources)  
IIpn I  J  J  

x label( 'X axis ' )  
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Ylabel( 'Z axis ' )  

f igure(6)  
c l f  
f luidzl=abs(presszl) ;  
p lot(Zl , f luidzl)  
t i t le([ 'Acoust ic  pressure along Zl  axis  (n = ' ,  num2str(n) ,  '  sources)  
"F"']) 
xlabel( 'Z axis ' )  
Ylabel( 'Pressure ' )  
hold on 
f luidz2=abs(pressz2);  
plot(Z2,f luidz2)  
hold off  

f igure(7)  
c l f  
f luidz2=abs(pressz2);  
plot{Z2,f luidz2)  
hold off  
t i t le{[ 'Acoust ic  pressure along Z2 axis  (n = ' ,  num2str{n) ,  '  sources)  
"p"•]) 
xlabel{ 'Z axis ' )  
Ylabel( 'Pressure ' )  

f igure(8)  
c l f  
contour([Xy01;Xy02],[Zy01;Zy02]  ,abs([pressy01;pressy02]) ,105)  
t i t le([ 'Acoust ic  pressure in  both f luid (n = ' ,  num2str(n) ,  '  sources)  
"P"']) 
xlabel( 'X axis ' )  
Ylabel( 'Z axis ' )  

Fieldf2 
funct ion [press]  =f ie ldf2 (centrex,  centrey,  centre?. ,  v ,  ds ,  X,  Y,  Z)  
g. 

% This  program has been developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi to  include 
% the  effect  of  the presence of  a  second l iquid on the f i rs t  l iquid 
Q, — — — — O ~ 

Cx=centrex*ones(s ize(X)) ;  
Cy=centrey*ones(s ize(Y)) ;  
Cz=centrez*ones(s ize(Z))  ;  

% Constants  def ini t ion 

f=l ;  % Exci ta t ion frequency (MHz) 
Z0=20;  % Dis tance of  the interface from the t ransducer  (ram) 
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Rhol=l ;  
rho2=l .5;  
Cl=1.4 9;  % 
c2=2;  % 

la inbdal=c/f ;  
Ia inbda2=c2/f ;  
k=2*pi*f /c ;  
k2=2*pi*f/c2;  
c2byc=c2/c;  

Q, 

% Calculat ions of  the dis tance between the source and the 
% observat ion point  
O, _ 

Rl={ (X-Cx) .^2+(Y-Cy) . ' "•2+(Z-Cz)  .^2)  . ' "0 .5;  

% Compute the  coordinates  XT, YT and ZT of  point  T on the interface 
% f rom which the ray wil l  be ref lected to  reach point  P (X,  Y,  Z)  
% or  t ransmit ted to  reach point  Q(XQ,YQ,ZQ);  

[m,d]=size(Z);  
ZT=ZO*ones(s ize(Z)) ;  
i f  Z<=ZT 

DEN=Z-2.*ZT+Cz;  
XT=(Cx.*{Z-ZT)-(ZT-Cz) .*X). /DEN; 
YT=(Cy.*(Z-ZT)-(ZT-C2) .*Y). /DEN; 
e lse  

% Matching matr ix  s izes  
Cy=Cy*ones(s ize(Z)) ;  
Y=Y*ones(s ize(Z)) ;  
ZO=ZO*ones(s ize(Z)) ;  

% S tar t  of  f inding XT, YT 
for  a=l :m;  
for  b=l :d;  

XTO(a,b)  = 0 .5*(X(a,b)+Cx(a,b)) ;  
YTO{a,b)  = 0 .5*(Y(a,b)+Cy{a,b)) ;  

[x ,  fval]  = fminsearch ( '  funf2 ' ,  [XTO (a ,  b) ,  YTO (a ,b)  ] ,  [ ] ,  ZT (a ,b)  
,Cx(a,b) ,Cy(a,b) ,Cz(a,b) ,X(a,b) ,Y(a,b) ,Z{a,b) ,c ,c2) ;  

XT(a,b)=x(1);  
YT(a,b)=x{2);  

end 
end 

% Densi ty  of  medium 1  (gm/cc)  
% Densi ty  of  f luid 2 (gm/cc)  

P-wave speed in  f luid 1  in  km/s 
P-wave speed in  f luid 2 (km/s)  

% Wave length of  medium 1  
% wave length of  f luid 2 
% Wave number of  medium 1  
% Wave number of  f luid 2 

% Compute R2 (Distance from source to  target  point)  and R3 ( f rom target  
to  the point  of  in terest)  
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end 
R3={ (X-XT) . '^2+(Y-YT) . ^ 2 + i Z - Z T )  . ' "2)  . '^0.5;  
R2={ (XT-Cx) . ' •2+(YT-Cy) . ' "2+(ZT-Cz) . ^ 2 )  . ^ 0 . 5 ;  

% Calculate  the cosine of  the angle  of  incidence [cos{Theta)]  a t  the 
interface 
costheta=(ZT-Cz). /R2;  
costhetsq=costheta .*costheta;  

% Calculate  the ref lect ion and t ransmission coeff ic ients  RP and TP for  
incident  angle  Theta  
RPl=rho2*c2.*costheta;  
RP2=rho*c.  *  (1-  {c2byc '^2)  .  * {1-costhetsq)  ) . ' "0 .5;  
RP=(RP1-RP2). / (RP1+RP2);  
TP=2.0*RP1./(RP1+RP2);  

% Calculate  the pressure f ie ld  due to  one source 
i f  Z<=ZT 
press=-i*f*rho*v*ds.*(exp(i*k.*R1). /Rl+RP.*exp(i*k.*(R2+R3))  .  /{R2+R3) )  ;  

% Contr ibut ions of  d i rect  & ref lected rays 
e lse  

pressn=-i*f*rho*v*ds.*TP.*exp{i*(k.^R2+k2.*R3)) ;  
pressd={(R2+c2byc.*R3).*(R2+R3,*c2byc.*costhetsq. / (1-

c2byc*c2byc.  *  (1-costhetsq))  )  )  .  '"0.  5 ;  
press=pressn. /pressd;  

end 

funf2 
funct ion f=funf2(x,ZT,Cx,Cy,Cz,X,Y,Z,c ,c2)  
% 

% This  funct ion computes  the  error  value of  equat ion (7.18)  found 
% in  chapter  7 of  th is  disser ta t ion.  
% Point  C(Cx,  Cy,  Cz)  i s  on the t ransducer  face and point  Xt  and Yt 
are  
% point  a t  interface between the two f luids .  
Q. "6 
% This  funct ion wil l  keep running unt i l  minimum value sat isf ies  the % re la t ion 
%  d i v i d i n g  b y  z e r o  
O, "O 
% Code developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi,  Universi ty  of  Arizona 
a O 
9-9 -9 -9 -9 -S-^9-S-9 -S2 '9 ' :&-&$-9-9 -9 -9 -$ -9 -S-S-9 -&&9-9-9 -Q-Q-Q-S .Q.Q-Q.Q.Q.Q.Q-Q.Q.Q.Q-Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.Q.O.O.OOQ,Q.Q,O,Q,Q.O.Q.O O O O O 0 ,0 .0 .  
O O O O ' O O O O ' O O O O O O O O O O O O O O ' O O O O O O ' O O O O ' O O O O O ' O O O O O ' O O O O O O O O O ' O ' O O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O ' O O ' O O ' O O O ' O O O ' O  

% X(l)  i s  xt and X(2)  i s  Yt in  this  case 

XTCx=x(l)-Cx;  
XTX=x(l)-X;  
YTCy=x(2)-Cy;  
yTY=x(2)-Y;  
ZTCz=ZT-Cz;  
ZTZ=ZT-Z;  
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XTCxSq=XTCx.*XTCx; 
XTXSq-XTX.*XTX; 
YTCySq=YTCy.*YTCy; 
YTYSq=YTY.*yTY; 
ZTCzSq=ZTCz.* Z T C z ;  
ZTZSq=ZTZ.*ZTZ; 
cR2=c* sqr t  (XTCxSq-f YTCySq+ ZTCzSq) ;  
c2R3=c2*sqrt(XTXSq+YTYSq+ZTZSq);  
terml=(XTCx./cR2)+(XTX./c2R3);  
term2=(YTCy./cR2)+(YTY./c2R3);  
f  =terml*terml '+term2*term2' ;  

Geomrot 
%- geomrot  
% The program "geomrot"  def ines  the geometry of  the problem for  a  
% c i rcular  t ransducer  {internal  radius  Rl ,  external  radius  R2) ,  
% modeled with n sources  with Rotat ion.  
Q. O 
% Center  point  are  set  a t  C= [  .01, .01,  .01]  to  avoid dividing by Zero 
Q. O 
Q. S 
% Code developed by Nasser  Alnuaimi,  Universi ty  of  Arizona,  2003 
Q. o • ~ —— — — — — — —. -- —. —— _ 

Q. 
Q  ^  — —  —  

% Geometry of  the sensor  and Dimensions:  
o, — 

R1=0;  
R2=2.4/sqr t (pi) ;  %small  t ransducer  
%R2=4 
%R2=6 

s=pi* (R2'^2-R1^2);  % Surface between radius  Rl  and R2 

O, O"" •""" — — — — — — — 
% Determinat ion of  the number of  sources  (dis tance between adjacent  
sources  < lambda)  

nmin=cei l (s / lambda^2);  

% Expected number of  sources;  

n=input{[ 'Expected number of  sources  (minimum number= '  num2str(nmin)  
• ) ' ] ) ;  

i f  isempty(n)==1 

facteur=2;  % sources  spacing as  a  f ract ion of  lambda 

n=facteur ' '2*nmin;  

e lse  end 
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% Elemental  surface:  
ds=s/n;  

% Equivalent  radius  of  the sources:  
r=(s / (n*2*pi)  

% Center  of  the t ransducer  coordinates;  
C=[0.01,0.01,0.01];  

% Defini t ion of  the basic  surface (used for  plot  meshing)  

Lx=2*R2;  
Ly=2*R2;  
Lz=r;  

% Test  i f  R1=0 ( in  this  case,  the f i rs t  layer  wil l  be def ined through 
% i t  

% radius  r l  such as :  
% p i*r l ' '2  = ds  = pi*r ' '2)  
G. O ~  ~  ~  

i f  R1==0;  
r l=r*2 ' 'Q.  5;  

e lse  
r l=Rl;  

end 

G, _ O 
% Values  min,  opt imal ,  and max for  the possible  number of  annular  
layers :  
O, 
Q—— —  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  

Mmin=(R2-r l ) / (pi*r)  ;  
Mopt=(R2-r l ) / ( r*sqrt(2*pi)) ;  
Mmax=(R2-r l ) /{2*r) ;  
% M must  be an integer:  
Mmin=cei l (Mmin);  % Round to  superior  value 
Mopt=round(Mopt) ;  % Round to  near  value 
Mmax=floor(Mmax);  % Round to  infer ior  value 

% I t  yelds:  
M=Mopt;  
i f  M==0 M=1 

e lse  end 
del taR=(R2-r l ) /M; 

G, ^  _  _ _  _  _  _  _ _  _ _ _  _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _  _  _ _ _  _ _ _  

% Character is t ics  of  each annular  area;  
e. _ _ ^  _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _  _  _  _ _ _ — _  _ _ _ _  
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for  couche=l:M; 

% Average radius  of  the layer  N° k:  
Rmoyen(couche)=rl+(couche-1/2)*del taR;  

% Angular  segment  for  each elements  ds  of  the layer  N° k:  
Dteta(couche)=ds/(del taR*Rmoyen(couche)) ;  

% Number of  annular  segments  W(k)  ins ide a  given layer :  
W(couche)=2*pi /Dteta(couche);  

end 

W=round(W);  

%disp([ 'Number of  annular  layers  { '  num2str(M) * couches) :  ' ] ) ;  

W; 

% Values  of  angular  sectors  for  each layer :  
Dteta=2*pi . /W; 

Q. _ 
-Q—— — —  — —  —  —  

% Coordinates  of  the sources;  
Q. _ 
Q. _ 

% Rotat ion matr ix  about  Y axis  ( t i l t  angle  a lpha):  
O 

%divis  = 6 .2075 % 29 For  Steel  
divis  = 6 ;  
%divis  = 5.8059 % 31 For  Steel  
%divis  = 9 % 20 For  Steel  

%divis  = 4;  
a lpha=pi/divis ;  

MatRot=[cos (a lpha) ,  0 ,  -s in  (alpha)  ;  0,1,  0;  s in  (alpha) ,  0 ,  cos  (alpha)  ] ;  -< 
about  y  
%MatRot=[l ,0 ,  0 ;0 ,  cos(alpha)  ,  -s in(alpha);0,s in(alpha) ,cos(alpha)] ;  i  
about  X 
%MatRot=[cos(alpha) ,  -s in(alpha) ,0;s in(alpha) ,cos(alpha) ,0;0,0,1] ;  \  
about  z  

% Due to  the t i l t  angle ,  i t  is  necessary to  shif t  the sensor  on X axis  
% to  conserve a  beam centered on the target :  
%Ztarget=[0,0, lOe-3];  
Ztarget=[0,0, .01];  

decx = Ztarget(1,3)*tan(alpha);  
decalx = [decx,0,0] ;  

% Test  i f  R1=0:  
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i f  R1==0 

Sl=C*MatRot '+decalx;  
Pl== (C+ [0 ,  0 ,  r ]  )  *MatRot '  +decalx;  
indice=l ;  
T=S1;  
Q=P1;  

e lse  
indice=0;  
T=[] ;  
Q=[]; 

end 

% Main loop:  

for  indcou=l:M ;  

for  indsec=l:W(indcou);  

indice=indice+l ;  

coordpol( indice)=Rmoyen(indcou)*exp(( indsec-1/2)*i*Dteta( indcou)) ;  
coord=[real(coordpol( indice)) ,  imag(coordpol( indice)) ,  .01] ;  
sommet=coord+[0,0,r] ;  

coord = coord*MatRot '+decalx;  
soiranet  = sommet*MatRot '+decalx;  

eval{[ 'S '  num2str( indice)  '=coord; ' ] ) ;  
eval([ 'P '  num2str  ( indice)  '  =soi i imet ;  '  ]  )  ;  

T=[T;coord];  
Q=[Q; soimnet]  ;  

end 
end 

%T=T*MatRot;  
%Q=Q*MatRot;  

Lzmin = min(T(: ,3))  ;  

liZtnax = max (Q ( : ,  3)  )  ;  

Lz = Lzmax;  % used for  plot t ing curves 

n=indice;  

d isp([ 'Total  number of  e lements:  '  num2str(n)])  
d isp([ 'Rotat ion angle  = p i / '  num2str(divis)])  
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f igure(1)  
c l f  
p lot(T(; , l ) ,T{: ,2) , ' . r ' )  
hold on 
p l o t ( Q ( : , l ) , Q ( : , 2 ) , ' . b ' )  
x label( 'X axis ' )  
ylabeK'Y axis ' )  
t i t le([ 'Sensor  sources  dis t r ibut ion {n = ' ,num2str(n) , '  points)  ,"S" ' ] )  
axis{[decx-Lx,decx+Lx,-Ly,  +Ly] )  
axis( ' square ' )  

f igure(2)  
c l f  
plot(T(; , l ) ,T(: ,3) ,  '  . r ' )  
hold on 
p l o t ( Q ( : , l ) , Q ( ; , 3 ) , ' . b ' )  
x label( 'X axis ' )  
ylabel( 'Z axis ' )  
t i t le  {[ 'Source centers  (r)  and apex (b) ,  t i l t  angle  = 
pi / ' ,num2str(divis) , •  ,  "S" ' ] )  
axis  {[decx-Lx,  decx+Lx,  2*Lziain,  +2*Lx] ) 
axis( ' square ' )  
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APPENDIX B 

USER'S MANUAL 

This manual is written to help the reader understand and then run the computer 

programs emerged from this study. There are a total of four main programs Fluid 1, Fluid 

2, Solid 1 and Solid 2. These programs are developed as MatLab code and you need 

MatLab program in order to run them. The first ten lines of each code are informational 

and input data. Input dimensions are mm for length, MHz for frequency and gm/cc or 

mg/cu-mm for density. When those inputs are changed in the main program, they need to 

be changed in the subprograms also. Brief description of the program's function and 

sample input and output files ran are shown in this manual for the diiferent codes. 

Fluid 1: 

This program computes the pressure in Medium 1 in front of the transducer using 

Equation (B-1). The code assumes no interface in Medium 1 and calls Field/! subroutine 

to calculate the pressure. 

Fieldfl: 

This subroutine uses the following equation to find the pressure in front of the 

transducer, 

= (B-.) 
2^ i r 
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Fluid 2: 
This program computes the pressure in Medium 1 and Medium 2 in front of the 

transducer using two different equations. The code assumes there is an interface at 

distance ZO from the face of the transducer. The code calJs Fieldf2 subroutine to calculate 

the pressure. 

Fieldf2 subroutine uses two equations to find the pressure. The first equation is 

used when Z<ZO while the second one is used for Z>ZO. In other words, equation (B-2) 

is used for Medium 1 in presence of interface, and equation (B-3) is used for Medium 2. 

Note that equation (B-2) has two terms, one for direct wave and the second for the 

reflected wave. 

FieldC: 

i copfV„ |.cxp(jl^J?i) iap jv^  .R .Qxp^kf(R^+R^) \  
(B-2) 

P {X,Y,Z) ~~ 

J? \\ 

(B-3) 

This subroutine calls on Funfl to find the intersection point between the fluid interface 

and the ray traveling from a given source location (Cx,Cy,Cz) to the final destination 

point (X,Y,Z). 
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ftmfZ: 

The function is an optimization routine that minimizes the following equation to 

find Xt and Yj points on the interface. 

E  =  
X j  - X Y  ^ 

+—^— + 

V cR-, C-, R 2-^3 •' V C/?2 c~,R 
(B-4) 

2^3 y 

Definitions of variables: 

Variables listed here are used in fluid 1 and fluid 2 programs and can be changed 

in both programs for the desired condition and assumption considered. 

f = Excitation frequency (MHz) 

ZO = Distance of the interface from the transducer face in mm 

rho - Density of fluid 1 (gm/cc) 

rho2 = Density of the second fluid 

c = P-wave speed in fluid 1 in km/s 

c2 = P-wave speed in the second fluid (km/s) 

lambda = Wavelength in Medium 1 

lambda2 = Wavelength in the second fluid 

k = Wave number in Medium 1 

k2 = Wave number in the second fluid 

n = number of source points required to model the transducer 

R! - circular transducer internal radius 
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R2 = circular transducer external radius 

Divide = dividing number for rotation angle required 

Sample Run: 

Sample run and results are given here for the users to compare with his/her run. 

Figure B-1 shows sample input data for program Fluid 2. If these input values are 

considered then the readers should get results as shown in Figures B-2 and B-3. Figure B-

2 shows pressure contour in both fluids and figure B-3 shows pressure variation along Z-

axis for both fluids. 

f=l; 
Z0=5; 

% Excitatioa frequency 
% Distance of the interface from fae transducer face in mm 

rho=l; 
rho2=1.5; 
c=1.49; 
c2=2; 
lambda=cff; 
Iambda2=c2/f; 
k=2''^i*S'c; 
k2=2*pi*fS'c2; 

% Density of fluid 1 (gm/cc) 
% Density of the second fiuid 
% P-wave speed ia fluid 1 m lon/s 
% P-wave speed in the second fluid (kmJs) 
% Waireleagiit in inediiim 1 
Va Wavelength iti tlie second fiuid 
% Wmt aiimberiii medium 1 
% "Wave aumber in the second fluid 

Fig. B-1 Sample input data for Fluid 2 program. 
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Acoustic pressure in both Suid (n = 5 sources) "F" 

\̂\ 

IMMt . VvW-^ 

Xaxis 

Fig. B-2 Sample pressure contour in two fluids generated by Fluid 2 program. 

Acoustic pressure along Z1 axis (n = 5 souices) "P 

Fig. B-3 Sample pressure variation along Z-axis in two fluids generated by Fluid 

2 program. 
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Soldi 

Program Solid 1 calculates the pressure in Medium 1 in front of the solid medium. 

The first seven lines are the input lines for this program. A sample of this input data is 

shown in figure B-4 (Note the definitions of variables). This program calls Geomrot first 

for modeling the transducer, which is circular in this case. Then the program calls Fieldsl 

subroutine, in which the pressure field at specified X,Y,Z points are computed for a 

single point source on the transducer face. Then in the main program contributions of all 

point sources are added to obtain the total field in Medium 1. 

Sample results are shown in Figures B-5 and B-6. We see the ultrasound beam 

reflected by the solid interface in Fig. B-5 and pressure variation the along interface in 

Fig. B-3. Note that theses results are produced by the sample input given in Figure B-4. 

In other words, if one runs the program Solid 1 using the input values shown in Figure B-

4 one then should get Figures B-5 and B-6 as the output results of the program. 

-i BefIni&laji for the coRsfeants 

f-5; as ion : •= flSg? 
SO-10J jiise o£ L- face Iroa siie femnsclucer face 

rtoi-l; % Seasity nt tlie fluid Jga/ccJ 
rto2=3.6; % f imtmi ty  o f  t-fee Solid {-pb/c-J 
cl-1.49; F. speed ta the fluid 
e2s«.sj P-imvrn speed in tlie Soiid |1 
03-3.13J e speed is. rjm SsliA iJ 

Fig. B-4 Sample input data for Solid 1 program 
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Definitions of variables: 

These variables are used for solid 1 and solid 2 programs and can be changed in 

both programs as necessary. 

f = Excitation frequency (MHz) 

ZO = Distance of the interface from the transducer face in mm 

rhol = Density of the fluid (gnVcc) 

rho2 = Density of the Solid (gm/cc) 

cl = P-wave speed in the fluid (km/s) 

c2 = P-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

c3 = S-wave speed in the Solid (km/s) 

kl = P-Wave number in Medium 1 

k2 = P-Wave number in the solid 

k3 = S-Wave number in the solid 

n = number of source points required to model the transducer 

R1 = circular transducer internal radius 

R2 = circular transducer external radius 

divide = dividing number for rotation angle required 

lambda = Wavelength in Medium 1 

lambda2 = Wavelength in the second fluid 



Acoustic pressure in XoZ plane (n = 100 sources) ,°S" 

K axis 

Fig. B-5 Sample output generated by Solid 1 program 

Acoustic pressure along intetfeice (n = 100 souices), 

Fig. B-6 Sample output generated by Solid I program 
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Solid 2: 
This program calculates the displacement fiel in Medium 2, (the solid medium) 

for a circular transducer immerced in a fluid. This program calls Geom for modeling the 

transducer, then it calls Field S2 subroutine, in which the displacement field at specified 

X,Y,Z points are computed for a single point source on the transducer face. Within the 

Field S2 subroutine Funs2s and Funs2p are called for optimization routine 

FMINSEARCH to obtain the intersection point between the fluid-solid interface and the 

ray travelling from a given source location (Cx,Cy,Cz) to the final destination point 

(X,Y,Z). The optimization routine luinimizes the error value of the function routine 

Funs2p for P-wave ray and Funs2s for s-wave ray. 

This subroutine calculates the displacement field in the solid using the following 

equation. 

Field S2: 

(B-5) 
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Funs2p: 

This function is an optimization routine that minimizes the following equation to 

find X I P and Ytp points on the interface. 

E = ^ i r  ^  X  ,  ^ T P  ^  -r 
CpRjp  J 

+ 
^ Y^-Y 

C/5,P C p  R j p  J  

(B-6) 

Funs2s: 

This is an optimization routine that niimrnizes the following equation and finds 

Xts and Yts points on the interface for S-wave. 

E = 
C/i?js Rjs  J  

r 
+ 1 

C / i J j 5  C s ^ l S  J  

(B-7) 

Definitionst 

Definitions of variables for this program are the same as Solidl. See the variable 

definitions for Solid 1 program. 

Geomrot: 

This program defines the geometry of the transducer. It can also model the 

transducer when it is rotated about y-axis. Changing the variables R1 and R2 one can 

change the size of the transducer. Rotation angle could be changed by changing the 

variable divide, see Definitions of variables given earlier for more details. 
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